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R. A.'s 
request · 
higher pay 
py Tuanda Ward 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
No free housing, low pay and few 
benefits pron1pted the resident 
assistants .from the eight university 
dormitories to submit a higher-
compensation proposal last Thursday 
to William Keene, dean of the Office 
of Residence Life. 
' 
Zenobia White, an R.A. in 
Wheatley Hall and spokesperson for 
the group, said 1he proposal which 
contains three packages, was collec-
tively put together by the 50 R.A.'s 
living in the various dorms. 
The first package is requesting a 
yearly taxable stipend of $1800 and 
free 1 1neal plan . The other two are 
asking the same, but the stipends are 
lower. 
The R.A. 's are currently get ting 
$83 per month before taxes and $250 
deducted fro1n the housing cost per 
semester. 
· Keene agrees tl1e R.A.'s deserve 
higher p:ly. 
''We depend on our R.A's quite a 
bit. We've been exploring ways to in-
crease their compensation ,'' he said. 
He added that he considers the posi-
tion to be an invaluable experience. 
However, he declined to comment or1 
why the R.A.' s have not received pay 
raises in the past . 
''Our pay breaks down to 23 cent s 
an hour per day,'' saicl senior Milton 
Hilliard, an R.A. in Sutton · Plaza 
Hall for the past three years. ''Mos1 
\\'Ork study studen1s are paid accor-
dingly for the \vork they do. They are 
paid $4.25 an hour fo r manning the 
front desk and \ve're bei11g -paid less 
j to man the whole building." 
White said she \vanted to help thf~ 
grotip after one month of being art 
R.A. ''I sa\v how inadequtite the sti·· 
-pend was to the amount o'f work w(: 
'''ere doing," she said. 
· The role of lhe 50 re sident 
assistants is to maintain the safety of 
the students· i11 the dormitories. 
Located on each tlpor, tile R.A.'~ 
duties ra11ge from :aking ca re of' 
fights to keeping the noise down in 
the dorms. 
In addition, R.A. 's must maintain 
a 2.5 scholastic grade average and 
must reside in a residence hall. 
According to Daniel Goodwin, an 
R.A. in Sutton on the second floor, 
ctu1ies range from cou 11selors to 
maintenance engineers. 
' 
-
Doniel Goodwin 
William V. Keene 
hours a day. '' I didn't get to bed un-
,til 5 a.m. one \\•eekend because all the 
R.A. 'shad to dp room checks in Sut-
ton.'' 
Goodwin said many of the R.A.'s 
were not aware of all the duties the 
job entails. ''I didn't know I was get-
ting paid only $83 a month or that J 
would not be able to have an addi-
. tional job because it \vas not in the 
information the Office of Residence 
Life sent the ne\v R.A.'s over the 
summer.' ' 
''1 can't pay my bills on just $83 
'a month. The least other universities 
do for their R.A.'s is offer them free 
hou:Sing," Goodwin sa id . 
H il liard said that each year, the 
R.A.' s ask for a pay increase, on!Y 
to be told by the administration that 
the money is not in the budget. 
Hilliard al so Said that Howard 's 
R.A.'s took a survey of what othr 
rc-sident assis1ants from area univer-
sities do. 
) 
''We explained to them what we do 
and had them tell us their jobs. The 
result was that we do as much as they 
do and aren't paid as much,'' he said. 
''They get three times more benefits 
than we do.'' 
' 'I have been an R.A. because I en-
joy it," Hilliard said, ''I'm not do-
ing it for the money, I'm doing it for 
the staff that works here.'' 
Although the R.A.' s agree that 
higher compensation is needed, they 
are divided on why it has not been 
received. 
'' In a sense, we are counselors 
because v-.:e're there for anyone who 
has a problem ," Goodwin said. 
''We Jet locked-out student s in 
their roo~s aand \Ve make sure · 
everything i5 sa fe on the floor." He 
added, '' We even have to help 
students with problems like overflow-
ing toilets." 
He said the R.A. 's are on call 24 
''Dean Keene has a respoil.Sibility 
to make sure his employees are.being 
paid," said Hil.liard. ''Just because 
R.A. 's enjoy their job does not mean 
they should be underpaid." 
He added, ''It' s a shame that the 
Office of Residence Life is being 
cheap and not getting things done." 
White said, ''I don't think Keene 
is the problem, I thi.nk it's the peo-
ple ov.er his head." · 
' 
This week: 
-
Zambian president urges U.S. intervention 
against 'obnoxious apartheid' in S. Africa 
By Alonza Roberlsori 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
ed leader. 
Addressing the capacity cro\vd, 
Kaunda , chairman of the Organiza-
ln an emotional tribute Wednes- tion of African Unity, said the United 
day, Zambian president, Kenneth States, Great Britain, West Germany 
David Kaunda, urged American in - and France have large investments in 
tervention in South Africa _ where South Africa. The wea"Ith which thes.e 
''bitterness and searing pain'' engulf investments have created ''is the 
blacks in their fight for equality. economic backbone which bolsters 
''The international community the racist apartheid regime,'' he said. 
should not stand by and watch ''The most effective way of using 
without showing a deep sense of this leverage is to withdraw the 
moral outrage and taking positive ac- economic support they give to the 
tion to end the politically and morally racist regime through th~ application 
obnoxious apartheid system," Kaun- of comprehensive and mandatory 
da , 63, said during a special convoca- economic sanctions against South 
t·ion address at Howard. Africa, '' Kaunda said. 
The speech was preceded by a emo- ''The argument that the applica-
tional, tribal chant from Kaunda' s tion of comprehensive and man-
wife in her elation of his receiving an datory economic sanctions · :11 hurt 
Honorary Doctor of Laws degree black people in South At"rica is 
from university president James E. neither true nor convincing, because 
Cheek. the black people in South Africa are 
Kaunda opened his speech with an already suffering in the extreme.'' 
invitation to his \vife and approx- Kaunda's concern stems largely 
imately 30 Zambian constituents, from his personal ''philosophy of 
· · d' humanism," he said. 
asking them to join hi;n in a tra •- Blacks in South Africa are not 
tional Zambian revolutionary song. 
''One Zambia, one Africa, one privy to the philosophy's concept, 
\Vorld,'' Kaunda declared at the end which refers to five areas of 
of the song, as the audience stood humanism endeavor: political, 
and prepared its limbs for what e~?nomic, social a~d cultural, scien-
\vould prove to be only one of six t1f1c and t.echnolog~cal, and defense 
standing ovations for the distinguish- _ and security• he said. 
''The black peoJ)le of South Africa 
have been patient, but their patience 
is fast running out," Kaunda said. 
The consequence will be ''bloody 
mass violence in that unfortunate 
country'' and will engulf. the whole 
of the Southern African region, he 
said. · 
''Indeed a civil war in South Africa 
will, I am afraid, seriously affect in-
ternatij:>nal relations between Africa 
and the Western world,'' said 
Kaunda. 
''The United States has vast in-
fluence and power. It must have the 
courage to give moral leadership by 
doing what is right about apartheid. 
For as Martin Luther King Jr. said, 
'Injustice anywhere is a threat to. 
justice everywhere.' '' 
·Known as the Martin Luther King 
of Southern Africa, Kaunda's work 
for the cause of freedom has made 
him an internationally kno\vn figure. 
He has served as the Republic of 
Zambia's president since the country 
received its independence from Bri-
tian in 1964. The country of 7 million 
w.as formerly called Northern 
Rhodesia. 
Zambia lies in Southern Africa and 
is bofdered by ·Zimbabwe and 
Malawi on the East, Bostswana on 
the South, Angola and Zaire on the 
' 
• 
• , I ~' 
President Kenneth Kaunda 
West and Tanzania on the Northeast. 
Major industries include copper 
and cobalt production and the coun-
try's gross national Product is $2.8 
, billion. 
Some 98.7 percent of the popula-
tion is African. Less thanone percent 
is European. . 
Currently Kaunda is touring the 
U.S. to discuss.South African iss11es 
Continued on page a 
Business show debuts on WHMM-TV 32 
By Troy Stephens 
· Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
Members of the Howard Univer-
sity community as well as other 
viewers of WHMM-TV32, tuned in· 
10 the premier episode of ''Minority 
Business Report '' yesterday at 
8:00pm. 
The weekly, six-part pilot pro-
gram, co-pr ad tlced. b.y J he Howard 
University Small Business Develop-
ment Center (HUSBDC) and 
WHMM, is believed to be the first 
minorit)' business talk show targeted 
to a national audience. 
When the HUSBDC director, Nan-
cy Flake, approached WHMM, 
\vhich \Vas already producing a show 
called ''Common Cents,'' her timing 
couldn't have been better. 
1 Arnold Wallace, WHMM general 
manager, says there has been ''a large 
cadre of black viewers who have ex-
pressed an interest in how. to, success 
business stories. That desire has been 
greater among our viewers .... '' 
''Moreover, the Public Broad· 
casting SerVice (PBS) is looking to 
WH.MHf to provide a product on a 
natiOhai basis that would tend to 
serve the interests and needs of a 
largely unserved minority audience." 
. Set in a television magazine for-
mat , ''Minority Business· Report'' 
features a news segment and studio 
interviews with business leaders anti 
experts, as well as field reports. The 
• 
Co-hosts Wilfred Williams arHf"Nancy. Flake talk. business during a recent show • 
show spotlights minority business 
people at their business sites says 
Flake, who conte.nds, ''Most business 
shows I've viewed are talking heads." 
Flake was named the District of 
Columbia' s ''Minority Business Ad-
' . vocate of 1987'' by the U.S. Small 
:ijusin_ess Administration. She brings 
Continued on page 8 
. ' 
H. U. employees get $1:2 
million in free tuition 
By Suzanne Alexander 
Hilltop Staf Reporter 
Howard Univer ty spends more 
than $1.2 millio yearly on universi· 
ty employees a d their children who 
., come to schO l free, according to 
Cliff Martin, ssistant vice president 
for human r ource management. 
Marti aid that employees who 
have worked at the Uqi.versity for a 
year can take two courses each 
semester, tuitipn free while their 
dependents can go full-time, tuition 
free. , 
''I look at remission. of tuition as a 
. benefit, just like health care. I don't 
think they should take it away 
because the bottom line is, it's a 
-- . 
benefit,'' she said. 
Remission of tuition is available ' 
for dependents for a limited number 
of years but does not .apply for the 
colleges of Medicine and Dentistry, 
the schools of Law or Divinity or the 
schools in the consortium. 
''Remission of tuition has been at 
Howard awhile-it goes ':fay back to 
che I960's, '' Martin said. ''It's an 
employee benefit . and most univer- · 
sities and colleges in the nation have 
one form of free tuition or another.'' 
A student is well received by a recruiter at Career Day. 
''From the janitor to the Ph.d, 
they get this benefit because they're 
employees," he said. . Works explained that the benefits 
are considered when· salaries are ad-
justed. ''Ho~ard's employees could 
be .making a higher salary but they're 
not. Every job has benefits and 
remission of tuition is one of them,'' 
she said. 
• 
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• 
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Commerical filmed 
on campus, page 2 
' 
.. 
Students explore options at Career Day 
~ ' 
By Glenda F_auntleroy. · 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
to prot'essionals in various areas of 
business for information and net-
working purposes. 
· Most students who talkCd to the 
representatives admitted they were 
pleased with both the program and 
the recruiters. 
ing that company's funf::tions and 
area of spe.cialization. 
''I have been very impressed with 
the peC"ple r have spoken t6 today,'' 
said !lichard Asher, a representative 
fi:o1n Jet Propulsion Labo•·atory. 
·· ''But then again, each year we recruit 
at Howard we are always impressed 
b)' the students here," he said. 
''That means they.'re one-sixteenth 
of the total $16 million deficit that ac-
counts receivable is trying to alleviate 
with ·the new deferred payment 
plan,'' said Craig Bedford, Howard · 
University Student Association, vice 
president. ''Y-Ou see how they're cut-
ting back financial aid so much. They 
need to give that $1 million to lower-
income students who really need it,'' 
Bedford said. 
I 
r 
' 
D.C. curfew for 
minors, page 3 
Resumes in hand and dressed to 
impress, many Howard students 
presented themselves to represen-
tatives of some of this country's 
largest corporations Wednesday at 
the 17th annual Career Exploration 
Day in Armour J. Blackburn Center. 
''I thought the rePresentatives were 
very friendly,'' said Beverly Nelson, 
a junior computer-systems engineer-
ing major. ''They gave me a lot of 
meaningful information about career 
choices and graduate school,'• she 
said. 
· Not all the students were as pleas-
ed wi.th the variet}1 of recruiters 
partici{'ating. 
Sharon Works, an electrical 
engineering major whose mother, 
Nancy, works irt the student's ac-
count office, said it's not fair to 
assume that all University employees 
can afford to send their children ' to 
Howard. ''Everyone who works fot 
Howard is not middle class.'' 
"It's hard to t~. objectively 
about remission of.tuition.when you 
use it," said Tammy Jeffries, com-
munications major, Jeffries father, 
Willie, is Howard's football coach. 
''I think it's an investment bccalJ\C 
it's givina someone a chance to get ab 
education. Maybe later, with that 
degree and whatever jQb they may '1 
1 
get, Ibey can put money back into \ 
Howatd.'' 1 
' 
Athletic drug 
testing, page 9 
The program was sponsored bf the 
university's Office of Career Plann-
ing and Placement", and hosted 
representatives from companies such 
as, Dow Chemical Corporation, 
Cigna Inc., Exxon Corp., Proctor & 
Gamble Co. and Quaker Oats Co. 
Career Day allowed students access 
' Each corporation at the program 
occupied a designated table and 
representatives offered interested 
students printed information detail-
! 
• 
''This is 3;Ctually pretty boring for 
a science major like myself,'' said 
Anthony Jackson, a senior zoology 
.major. ''I would have liked to have 
seen a few representatives from -the 
' 
' Continue~ on page 2 
. ' 
' 
Works, a national competitive 
scholar, does nOt use remission of tui-
.. tion but her sister, Kharon, does. 
' 
• 
.... On the other hand, Jeffries said 
that it's not faic to students who can't 
afford to come to Howard. ''Even 
though Howard has scholarships for 
~]l~ som~ne is _al~ays ~looked,•• 
Continued on page 8 -''·· , 
,• ~ I 
• 
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• 
James Mullins 
Life Qn the hill 
Yard flourishes at noon 
Peculiar to this time of the year, 
the brisk breezes of the ap-
proaching cool air begin to blow 
through the Washington area. 
Soon the gray mist of winter will 
mask the campus, shading the 
brightest of colors blue. 
But before winter's sting com-
pletely sags thC ease of summer, 
Howard students try to pack at 
"least one more unrushed, unstress-
ed, stroll from the College offjn~ 
•Arts to the backdrop of the 
graduate library . 
There has to be at least one 
more opportunity to curl up on th 
lawn and chat with friends and ig-
nore the thunderous chim~s of the 
clock which signal yet 3:nbther 
s session is underway. 
urely, the professors must 
er~tand. It' s early October and 
- - - -Library de~laring its noble 
message and thereby breaking the 
ominous but humble serenity of 
the campus and signaling the end 
of class and the beginning of what 
many seem to live for. 
Fashion, in bright, bold and 
brilliant colors adorns the campus. 
The incessant chatter of frieqds 
sends rippling waves of exci~ement 
and anticipation through the air. 
Old friends reacquaint, new 
friendshis are made. 
Scores of students scramble off 
to the various libraries seeking the 
just lost peacefulness of campus. 
Still others dash about in frantic 
attempts to square business and 
fraternize in the process. 
po,sibly the last chance until the Dates are made and, for the un-
spring to swell the grass and taste fortunate, dates are broken. 
the last of the summer fruit. ' . Weekend plans are finalized. 
Afterall, it is Friday, 12:00 noon Slowly the bustling activity 
on the yard. dwindles as students reluctantly 
It's about that time when the return to class and others to work 
• 
squirrels sc_urry off to their tree- and home. 
top condos and take front-row 
seats. Even the trees, certainly the 
birds, seem to brace themselves for 
the event, which even the most 
practical and insensitive people 
can feel. It's an eerie feeling, ac-
tually, that something is about to 
explode. · i 
Suddenly, the Alma Mater is 
blasted from atop Founder's 
Careers 
• 
' 
' 
Continued from page 1 
health professions here, instead of all 
the business rePresentatives. 
Campus briefs 
Commercial filmed 
• on main campus 
· The Yard was the settin'g Mon-
day for a local commercial. 
The filriiing was sponsored by 
the ''Clean Capital City Commit-
tee of Washington, D.C. 
Deno Seder of Deno Seder Pro-
ductions in Washington directed 
the'' Anti-Litter Commercials for 
Comprehensive Litter Control.'' 
In the commercial, Dr. Lenneal 
Henderson, a professor at 
Howard, is explaining benefits of 
a comprehensive litter program 
such as the one in MarylaQd and 
Virginia. 
According to Seder, the 30 and 
60-secon,d commer·cials are 
scheduled to air later this month. 
Friday, noon on the yard, 
has come and gone once again. 
·Now the displaced squirrels and 
other campus critters can resume 
their socializing since the intruders 
have finally left . That is until the 
next Friday a.t 12:00 noon when 
the weather is hot and the living 
is easy! 
According to t·ormer director of 
the Office of Career Planning and 
Placement, Samuel M. Hall, Career 
Day originated from an idea he ob-
tained while attending graduate 
school at Michigan State. 
Hall implemented the program at 
Howard in 1970, and it has been 
known as Career Expioration Day 
ever since. 
• 
' 
Organization the_key 
.. 
• 
Ture insists blacks ready for revolution 
a large numbei of students as the • By Jeffrey D. Whitner 
Hitl1op Staff Reporter • auditorium was filled to capacity. 
During the lecture Ture said the 
capitalist system Persists to confuse 
black' Americans · into selfish 
individualism. 
In 1967 the black liberation move-
ment was at an aU-'time high . As head 
of the Student Non-Violent Coor-
dinating Committee, Stokely Car-
micheal became a household name. 
It was he and a collegue, H. Rap 
Brown, that first proclaimed ''black · 
power'' as they shook clenched fists 
at television cameras. 
Last Wednesday night Carmicheal 
returned to Howard. But his name 
now. is Kwame Ture a nd the 
organization he works with is the J\11-
African People's Revolutionary 
Party. 
His message, though, has remain- . 
ed just as militant. 
In a lecture in the School of 
Business and Public Administration 
auditorium, expressed the ''need for 
organization among our people to 
break down the capitalist system and 
to be free." 
The program, entitled ''Unity 
Presupposes Organization'' attracted 
• 
Photo b)' Carmonlque RobtflS 
Hermon Wekker 
. . '" 
''Progress for our people can be 
broken down · into two categories: 
qualitative and quantitative," Ture 
said . 
It is the Quaniit'ative attitudes 
(''selfishness'') that society has ac-
quired from the capitalist, he ~said. 
''This has weakened our power due 
to our lack of organization. 
'Qualitative progress is what we 
want,'' he said . 
Ture said education should be us-
ed for the benefit of a people not in-
dividual gain. 
He said black Americans must 
identify themselves .with Africa 
because black people everywhere 
must fight for the same thing at the 
same time. 
''Political power comes from the 
organized masses," Ture said. 
, ' 
I f 
I I 
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• 
• 
• 
• Photo by Keith Le•dbetter 
Kuome Ture emphosi&ed the downfoll of capitalism during leCture; 
Tureisa 1964graduateofHoward sponsored by the A.-A.P.R .. P . and 
University and is a native of Port of the Howard University Student 
Spain, Trinidad . The program was Associatio n. 
Lecturer tells of ea~ly black Hollanders 
By Deborah E. Veney 
Hilltop Slaff Reporter 
A slide show, readings and pain-
tings highligllted the lecture ''Blacks 
in the Netherlands'' given by Dr. 
Herman Wekker on Wednesday in 
the School of Business and Public 
Administration auditorium. 
Wekker, who is t·rom Holland is in 
the U.S. conducting an ethnic-
diversity-in-America study ethnic 
diversity in America. 
In Holland, he is chairman of the 
department of English, language and 
linguistics at Groningen University . 
He is also the editor of OSO a jour-
nal which focuses on the his.tory 
literature, and language of th~ 
Surinamese , (the inhabitants of a 
Dutch colony in South America) 
l ' 
people. 
During the lecture he told students 
of the Surinamese :way of life from 
his personal experiences. 
. 
Wekker began with an overview of 
the history of Holland's three main 
colonies. Surinam, whch is also 
known as Dutch Guin~a, lies in nor~ 
thern South America, and was t.he 
original home of Wekker. 
It gained its independence in 1965, 
and the 200,000 Surinamese in 
Holland was the primary fact.is of 
Wekker's lecture. · · 
Surinam was initially an E·n114ish 
colony. In 1660, slaVes were brought 
from the west coast of Afi-ica and 
other countries in the West indies. In 
1667, the Dutch took control. Slavery 
was abolished in 1863, and ~any 
slaves left the P.lantl,ltion for the. ci-
ty, Wekker sajll. 
• 
• 
Wekker is a first generation im- . 
migrant from the Surinamese. His 
parents moved to Holland in 1951 , in 
search of better career opportunities. 
At age 29, Wekker' s father had 
reached the highest level i'n. law en-
forcement that he could attain as a 
black man. 
Positions of superiority were 
reserved for whites. . 
Wekker explained that blacks 
migrated to Holland because it had 
far better educational facilities and 
the diffrence in the standard o.f liv-
ing was immense. 
Holland also had excellent social 
programs and welfare benefits, he 
said. Prior to 1965, there was such a 
small number of blacks in the 
Netherlands, chat it posed no signifi-
Continueg on page 8 
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Head footbal l coach Willie Jeffries greets 
Photo by &!reilll Cobbs 
Turkey Bowl participant. • • 
2nd Payment is Due .. Oct. 5, 1987.1 
$50 Late Payment Fee wil.I be assessed on 
Oct. 12, 1987. · .. 
10 controversy 
The Liberal Arts Student Coun-
cil has yet to make an official an-
nouncement about the impeach-
ment proceedings regarding its 
president, Maynard Clarke, and 
treasuTer, Kimberly Churchwell. 
In a closed vote taken at a 
meeting Wednesday night, the 
results indicated both Clarke and 
Churchwell would remain in of-
fice. But according to various 
source~", a revote will possibly be 
taken because of technicalities 
which ,prohibit abStentions from 
cou11ting in the vote. 
Both were being investigated as 
, a result of for~ery of Churchwell's 
signature during the summer , of 
which Clarke has admitted 
overseeing. 
Churchwell asked for school 
and council officials to look into 
the matter when she discovered 
monies had been obtained during 
her absence this Summer. 
Schools appoint 
three pew deans 
The School of Continuing 
Education, the College of Liberal 
Arts, and the College of Nursing 
have all received new deans this 
year. . 
Eleanor I. Franklin, professor 
of physiology and biophysics in 
the College of Medicine has 
become Dean of Continuj,ng 
Education; Dr. Dotothy L. 
Powell, associate professor and 
chairperson of the Department of 
Nursing at Norfolk State Univer- · 
sity is now the dean of the College 
of Nursing; and Dr. Wendy 
Glasgow Winters, Pf"Ofessor of 
social work and formCr dean of 
• 
, 
• 
Smith Coll~ge, is the new dean of 
the College of Liberal Arts. 
Franklin plans to draw in a large 
number of students. ''My initial 
interests are in developing high 
quality attractive continuing 
education activities, ''she said. 
Powell feels that colleges ha:ve 
to prepare students to be effective 
as nurses as well as teachers and 
health educators. ''You have to be 
able to teach and produce people 
who can function effectively with 
sick people," she said. 
Winters, who was unavailable 
for comment, held the positions of 
associate professor of sociology 
and anthrop0logy and profesSor 
of social work, while serving as 
_Dean of Smith College . 
Senior awarded 
history s<;holarship 
Yvonne A. Robinson, senior in 
the College of Liberal Arts, is the 
I 988 recipient of the Lorraine A. 
Williams Scholarship. 
The scholarship was established 
in 1980 by Dr. Lorraine A. 
Williams, former chairperson of 
the Department of History to en-
courage academic excellence. ( 
''Sure, it (the scholarship) came 
as a surprise,'' said Robinson, 
''it's not everyday l win one.'' 
The scholarship is awarded an-
n11ally to a11 outstanding history 
major in the College of Liberal 
Arts. . 
''Any student having a 3.5 
grade point average in his major 
and a 3.3 overall can qualify,'·' 
said Queen Mclendon , Ad-
ministrative Assistant in the 
Department of History. 
Robinson is also the recipient of 
the United States National Col-
legiate Award, a prestigious award 
which recognizes less than 10 per-
cent of all American college 
students. 
The Scholarship Award pro-
gram was cancelled due to a con-
flict in time with the special ,c6n-
vocation held on Wednesday . It 
has beerl rescheduled 
for Oct. 28. 
Turkey Bowl held 
at Greene stadium 
With the goal of promoting 
ediJcation in sports, No Drugs for 
Us, a community-based organiza-
tion hosted the third ann ual 
''Turkeybowl Classic'' at Green 
Memorial Stadium Sat"urday, 
despite the cold and rainy weather. 
Though a little-league football 
game was played and Howard 
head football Willie Jeffries spoke 
to the group about the dangers of 
drugs, most of che festivities weie 
canceled, said Raiford Beasely of 
''No Drugs for Us.'' 
Law school offers 
scholarship 
A -$10o~Ooo ehdowed scho lar-
ship has been established at the 
School of Law by Judith D. apd 
D.F. Antonelli, Jr. 
The terms of the gift restrict the 
a.ward to ''worthy students wtio 
·demonstrate the need for fun,ds to 
continue or complete their legal 
studies.'' 
According to law school 
sources, it has not been determin-
ed how the award will be divided 
nor the law students eligible for 
this scholarship. 
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' Final Payment is Due Nov. 3, 1987 . 
$50 Late Payment Fee will be assessed on 
Nov. 10; 1987. 
Class Lists for Financially 
Suspended Students wjll be published 
on Nov. 16, '1987 
(All students with a debit balance will be 
suspended**) 
. 
: ~*Pending Fina~cial Aid that w_as u~ed for Fall '87 registra-
: t1on purpose~ will be use? on final bills. Students, you must 
: pay y~ur portion of the bills by Nov. 3, 1987. Final bills will 
• be mailed by .Oct. 20, 1987. If you hav~ .not received a bill 
: by Oct. 30, secure a copy fron:i the Bursar's Office and up-
: date your address a.t the. Registrar's Office. Please make 
• payments on time. F1nanc1al susp_~nsion is not reversible In 
:-the semester which it occurs. ~ · · 
• • ~································~·~···· 
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Qlack-owned firm 
• 
purchases Beatrice 
By Carolyn Head 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Duri ng this past summer, a ma-
jor feat in the world of business 
was accomplished - and it was 
m1ade by a black man. 
' The Lewis Co. (TLC), a black-
~wned investment firm, purchas-
ed Beatrice International Food 
Co. fo r a staggering $985 million. 
The president of the company is 
Reginald F. Lewis, a native of 
Baltimore. 
In purchasing Beatrice, TLC 
outbid four other companies, in-
cluding Shearson and Lehman, 
Citicorp, Morgan Grenfeld of 
London and Shroeder Bank, ac-
cording to Jennifer Colville, ac-
count representative and 
spokesperson for TLC. 
The company debuted on the 
Blac}< Enterprise Magazine's Top 
100 Black Businesses in 1986 as the 
eighth largest business in the coun-
try. In Julle of this year, it was 
ranked sixth. With this acquisi-
tion, the New YOrk-based firm 
wil l soon become the nation's 
' ' largest black-owned company, 
surpassing Johnson Publishtng 
Company, according to business 
sources. 
·Beatrice International consists 
of 64 companies in ~l countries. 
The company i~ involved in the 
wholesale and retail of foods and 
household products, including Or-
~i l le. Redenbacher popcorn, 
Tropicana juices and Peter Pan 
peanut butter. It is expected to 
earn $2.5 million in profits for this 
yeaf alone. 
1Jhe Beatrice purchase marks 
TLC's second major deal in the 
world of big business this year. 
Last summer the company sold its 
McCall Pattern Company to a 
British firm, the John Crowth'er 
'Group. The group purchased the 
company for $63 million in cash 
with an absorption of $32 million 
in debt. 
In 1984, the family-owned com-
pany acquired 1 the pattern com-
pany for $1 million in equity and 
$28 million in debt. Under Lewis' 
direction the company enjoyed the 
two most successfu l years in .its 
1-13-year history. 
· Its operating earnings rose to 
$14 million in 1986 from a 
previous peak of $6.5 million. In 
addition, its earnings nearly tripl-
ed · fr9m 1984 to 1986, according 
to an article in the Washington 
A/ro·American. 
,· After selling McCall, Lewis re-
tained 20 percent of that com-
pany's stock and will continue to 
serve on its board. 
Lewis , 44, attended Virginia 
State University and Harvard Law 
School. He was a co-founder of· 
the law firm, Lewis & Clarkson 
a~ter a stint as a corporate lawyer 
\Ylth the New York firm of Paul, 
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton and 
Garrison. He has also been a 
director of the New York City 
Off-Track Betting Corporation. 
The Top Ten Black Businesses fo r I987 
I Johnso n P ublishing Co. Inc. 
2 Motown Industries 
3 + H.J J Russell & Company 
4 J Philadelphia Coca·Cola BOttling Co., Inc. 
5 i Soft S heen Producls, Inc. 
·6 , '!;LC Group , Inc. 
7 ~ystems Management American Corp. 
8 The T hacker Organization ' 
9 . Lawson National Distributing Co. 
10/ '. Po rterfie ld Wilson Pontiac-GMC T ruck-Mazda, Inc. 
. So11rce: Black Enterprise Magazine. Jur1e 198 7 
Coalition 
By T racey Hymes 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The studerit and youth division of 
the National Rainbow Coalition will 
hold its first conference this weekend 
in Raleigh, N.C. on the campus of 
Shaw University. 
During the weekend assemblage, 
which coincides with the lobby's first 
b i~ n nial con~ntion, Rev. Jesse 
Jackson is set to make his presiden-
tial candidacy official at the Raleigh 
Civic Center .. 
' 'The people Empowered: 
Democracies Guarenteed'' is the 
' \. 
• 
' 
tb hold 
theme of the first biennial conven· 
tion, which will feature delegate 
meetings and workshops. 
According to a spokesman at the 
. Rainbd\V Coalition national office, a 
major purpose of the convention is 
' to initiate a movement for peace and 
justice. 
The coalition stresses a movement 
for empowerment, and Jackson is an 
example of this movement, another 
spokesman, said. 
Craig KirQy , 24, is the coordinator 
of the Student/Youth arm of the na-
tional coalition. As program coor-
dinator, he promotes student growth 
-
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Judge celebrates ll) years 
Justice Thurgood Marshall 
By Yolandra A. Plummer 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
In addition to marking the begin-
ning of another U .S. Supreme Court 
session, this week also begins the 20th 
anniversary of one of the country' s 
most distinguished associate justices, 
Thurgood Marshall . 
The 78-year-old, Baltimore, Md. , 
nat ive has been involved fo r the past 
two decades in a number of court 
cases and has earned' the reputation 
of ''An1erica's outstanding civil 
rig hts lawyer. '' 
Ma rshall 's career as associate 
judge came in 1967 when he was 
"nominated for the position by former 
U.S. president, Lyndon B. J ohnson. 
He had formerly served as a judge for 
the 2nd District Court e:f Appeals and 
Counci!_ pr~pose1s 
• minors curfew for 
By Nicolette Westb~ooks 
Hilltop S1aff Repor1er 
The D.C. City Council will hold 
public hearings in the coming 
weeks on proposed legislation that 
would provide for a curfc.w for 
people under 18 years of age. 
City Councilman Frank Smith 
last week proposed legislation that 
would prohibit all uightclubs 
licensed by the city from ad mitting 
unchaperoned minors after 1 l :3P 
p.m. on weekdays and I a.m. cfn 
\veekends . 
The purpose of such legislation 
is 10 counteract the violepce that 
has occurred because of teenagers 
being out at, \Vhat has been refer-
red to as ''unreasonable'' -times of 
the night, said Evelyn Branic, con-
st ituent service director for Smith. 
Residents ·, liv ing in 
neighborhoods surroundiug clubs 
that admit minors have repeated-
ly complained that teens who fre-
quent the spots engage in violent 
activities, such as property 
damage , vandalism and harass-
.. ,· - -
ment, and, in some cases, reports 
of shoot ings and rapes, said 
officials. 
The proposed legislation has 
sparked a debate in the District: 
some .residents have argued against 
enact ing such a curfew while a ma-
jorit;: of the city's residents sup-
port 1t. 
Opposers accuse Smith of not 
considering the long-term outcome 
of such.a proposal. They suggest 
that the closing of clubs to minors 
would, in fact, increase violence 
because youth would have no 
place to ''hang out," thus en· 
couraging loiteri ng, said officials. 
. On t~e other hand, supporters 
- 1nclud1ng teenagers - of the issue 
said ''if there was nothing to do 
and nowhere to go,'' minors 
wou ld stay home and do 
something more constructive with 
their time. However, supporters 
su-gges t an extension in the 
weekend curfew if the proposal is 
enacted . 
first conference 
and emphasizes political awareness. 
Kirby said a resurgence of student 
activism is necessary, and he supports 
the conference theme: ''Empowering 
Young America to Make a Dif-
ference." 
''Students need to be mobilized 
and organized," he said, ''because 
we are the inheritors of . the open 
doors.'' 
Kirby said the pur poses of 
Raleigh 's convention are to unite 
young people around the philosophy 
of the Rainbo\v Coalition and to 
develop a national student . 
movement. 
A~cording to Kirby, it seems as 
though the students are going one 
way and established leaders are go-
ing another. 
'' I connect the two," he explain-
ed. '' In that connecting process, I 
make the students realize that we can 
control our destiny." 
The first biennial convent ion and 
the student/youth conference will at-
tract people O.ationwide. More than 
1500 people are expected to attend 
the weekend festivities, accepting the 
challenge to help end economic 
injustice. 
ornrow~& 
. .. . ~ 
as solicito~ general. . · :_ ~-:l)O\ing his political career, he has · 
Acco:rd1ng to Marshall, hJ.S , ~~ in• number of organizations 
mother, a school teacher, and father, • dd~!l\Jls '" received numerous ·awards 
a headwaiter a.nd . country . clu~ · ;.iirtd1\0itors. He is a member. of the 
steward, were ma1or influences 1n bis - 'National Bar Associ&tion the New 
life. They instilled in him the qualitieS Ybrk County Lllwy'ors A;sociation 
of justice, excellence and equality, he fh'e American Civil Liberties Unio~ 
saicl.. I mid Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Marshall received his bachelors _. Marshall's bOnors include 20 
~ .. q"fee from Lincoln University, ·-·.hoil6tarj degref:s from educatiorjal 
whete he graduat ed cum laude. He l nStitutions in America and abro¥. 
attended law school at Howatd · .:, , ., 
Un!versity in 193~ and graduated,·:~:"' .. i - · . 
magna cum laude in 193~ . . · ·•, And Marshall is doing hi.s part 1 to 
A ~trong advocate of ~ust1c~ ~~ :.,attait:i a syst~m of constitutional 
equal1t~, . Marshall was quite active 1n policies that recognize all people as 
t~~ pol1t1~al arena. In 193~ , he par- blling eQ_ual. Now, twenty years later, 
t1c~pate? in the desegregation of the MatshalI, the great-grandson of a -· 
un1vers1ty <?f Maryland. Law· Sc.h~o~, slave, is the orily black ever ·to sit on 
where he had been denied adm1ss1on ·•thl u .S. supr.#fie Court. 
because of race. ·~ . · 
. .. -
Nation in brief :-~ • 
. ·-- - · ~-· . -- -·-- - ·-·-- - ~ 
Bork's hope swaying 
' -
The Supreme Court nomination 
of Judge Robert H. Bork was all 
but buried earlier this Week by the 
anno uncement o f 10 more 
senators that they will vote against 
corifirmation, but conservative 
Republicans urged the embattled . 
noniin.ee not to give up . 
With pressure building on him 
• • 
.. .... ~ · -
., ,1,! ttN°6rlri:ally, we' d book one .to 
t\1f6 ·mov~ a.: .w.eek, but this week 
we'Ve already· booked seven,'' 
~aid Sherry Vitn Wormer at Crown 
• -·. fjD.nsfer atfd Storage 1n 
Mohtrovia. · 
. .,S~ce Sunday' s. S.S aftershock, 
•
11tiisirtess has ih~ at least SO 
to 60 percent ' 1 at Bekins Moving 
and Storag~ in Pasadena, said 
_ .;al~ represe'ntative Ann Curie. 
.. ~ -:::..Scientists predict a major 
· ... qti~ke, measuring at least 7 on the 
~icht~r scale, will hit Southern 
C&lifotnia Within the next 50 years. Last Thursday morning' s 
quake measured 6.1 . 
to a sk President Reagan to 
withdraw the nomination , Botk 
and his wife, Mary Ellen, met with 
GOP senators in the office of 
Minority Leader Robert J . Dole 
(R-Kan.). Dole said Bork did not 
indicate his intentions and said on: · • 
ly that he wanted to discuss his ap-
parently hopeless situation with 
his family. 
•• 
·m. leaders may quit 
· 1>'tL leadership Wednesday said 
.i( ·WfU quit because a bankruptcy On Wednesday, Bork met at ilie 
White House with Reagan, Vice 
Pre·sident Bush, Attorney General 
Edward Meese II and White 
House chief of staff Howard H. · 
Baker Jr. White 'House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater said Reagan to ld-· 
Bork he will ''stand behind him.' ' 
And other officials said a national 
television speech by the president, 
which had been shelved earlier this -
week, is again being considered, 
possibly for the eve of the Senate 
vote . 
Even as Reagan vowed to stand 
by Bork and force a Senate vote' 
on his nomination, Justice Depart-
ment and White House officials 
have started to consider who they 
will pick next to fi ll the high court 
vacancy. 
· ·,!)ticfge ruleiJ its Creditors can file 
- ·ttteir · own reorganization plan -
" .cfhe that could bring Jim Bakker 
baclrtO tlte ministry he founded. 
Harry Hargrave, PTL's chief 
operating officer, said he will 
- ·tcstgn In protest , as will three vice 
presidents and · the PTL Club 
co-hosts. 
·PTL chief Jetty Falwell plans to 
·. teave on J.an . 1, spokesman Mark 
btttioss said . And the other chief 
.~xetll"tive, Jerry Nims. is deciding 
'' .l/ii 'f~t~ .. ' -
' · l>fL 'has filed for reorganiza-
,. tkln lllldcr Chapter 11 with a $65 
7 )O\illion debt after founder Bakker t~ in March over a sex scan-
dal. He now wants to return . 
The ministry filed a required 
· frn. ncial te<irgdnizatien plan last 
Califor11ians move . week that pays creditors over a 
·the recent occurrences of ear- ;, fiV~~ear ~r1~ ~~t. strips lifet_ime 
t hquakes h ave forced some · . , f'1lfp~en ofthe!l' free lodgings 
Southern Californians to move. "~.~ Hentage .USA. . . 
·Arelt moving companies report . · · '.f~e· ~ ct~~1tors must !1le th~1r 
a riJsh of business from earth- ~an·"':lth1n ~ week. An 1mpart1a1 
9u,ke . victims too sha ken to stay ~ ~or will try to mesh, the two 
1n California . t'fift'rs:. 
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Cheers should travel 
• 
Pack your bags and hit the road in support 
of the pride of the "Mecca". Let's have some 
fun! The Howard University Bison football 
team is hot. The undefeated squad, led by Head-
coach Willie Jeffries, is at the forefront of a ris-
ing tide of spirit here on our campus. Let's take 
our spirit and follow the team at the place of 
their next game. 
Oppurtunities are abound. Various campus 
organizations are admirably forging the way for 
our attendance at road games during the dura-
tion of the 1987 season. Trips are scheduled to 
Towson State, North Carolina A&T, Morgan 
State, and Delaware State. . 
reporters. ·rhe solution is obvious each time 
Harvey "Silk" Reed touches a football. The 
strong offensive line has been affectionately 
dubbed ·"The Fat Boys". This added attention 
is invaluable in our efforts to promote our great 
institution. 
What's good for the Bison football is good 
for Howard University. The players and coaches 
deserve our support- both home and away. 
Sure, our stars are shining. The Bison do 
stand proud. We know it, and unfortunately, 
so do our competitors. Each opponent will be 
primed and anxious in their attempt to burst our 
bubble. 
Thus far, our Bison have blazed their way 
through their schedule. At 3-0, winning is stead- Our attendance at each game shall constant-
fastly becoming the norm. Greene stadium has ly remind others that Howard fans are up to the 
consistently roared with the proud sounds of challenge. More importantly, we'll show our 
elated Bison. fans. The team has responded with mighty Bison that we are with them every step !~rilling action in every minute of every game. of the way. Yes, we are the twelfth mah on the 
With each victory Howard University recieves field. 
greater recognition. The national media thrives Regardless of the foe, or city, when the 
on the impressive style of play and statistics that Howard University Bison take the field, exciting 
the Bison display each week. football is virtually assured. However, it's 
• 
I • I 
' \ 
I 
Arguments are sought to support "Harvey understood that the party doesn't start until we 
for the Heisman" by insightful fans and get there.,. . GO BISON! 
Letters to the editor 
R.A.'s need a raise 
R.A.'s--especially those in the freshmen 
dormitories--play a vital role in the socializing 
El Torito racist 
in practice The University' s administration and the Of-
fice of Residence Life needs to seriously con-
sider the higher compensation proposal 
presented to Dean William Kf ene last week by 
that takes place on their dormitory halls. Dear Editor, 
University officials must realize that an Recently, a party of friends and 1 
the 50 Resident Assistants. · average of 23 cents an hour can never be con- were eating at El Torito Restaurant 
The proposal is in response to complaints . 
from the R.A.'s that their current $83 monthly 
stipend (actually $76 after tax deductions) and 
$250 semest~rly housing deduction is simply not 
sidered a salary to live off! , in Georgetown Park Mall. We were 
What Keene and the University needs to do expecting about six others 
is raise the salary to at least the minimum of at some point in the evening. Nearly 
h 
. an hour into the evening, the entire 
w at the work study students receive. party had arrived. 
enough. 1 • Perhaps the low salary is one reason Keene Suddenly the waitress who had 
l According to students at other universities, 
their R.A. 's receive a larger stipend, free hous-
ing, free or deducted meal plan, and/or tuition 
reduction for their services, so why aren't our 
students receiving similar treatment? 
and his associates had such a hard time replac- been servin·g ~ us a1U1ounced that 
ing numerous students who decided at the last anyone in our party under age 21 had 
· h' to pay the bill and leave. The area 
minute t IS summer to not return as R.A.'s. she said, was reserved for those 0 f 
Afterall, Howard R.A.'s are expected to be 
on call 24 h1:lurs a day, and even Keene agrees 
they deserve a higher salary although he would 
offer no excuse as to why a higher salary is not 
offered. Their job duties include manning the 
front desks, helpil\g students during lock-out 
hours, and numerous other unwritten or spoken 
activities, according to the students. 
The Hilltop stands behind the R.A. 'sin their age to order alcohol. I am not 21 and 
demand for a higher salary. The least the ho us'. had not ordered a drink, yet I and 
ing_ .officials · could do is offer free housing others had been sitting there for near-
ass1gnments to those students. Aren't the ly an hour. 
residence counselors more than adequately pro- I had noticed earlier some white 
vided for? customers looking for available 
tables. There were none. 
Maybe the R.A. 's need to consider resorting We were of course a bjt disturbed 
to the same actions the National Football and asked the waitress why she had 
League Players Association already has, if their not informed us of the policy earlier. 
proposal goes totally ignored by University ad- She ignored the question, insisting 
. . these were the manager's orders. 
m1n1strators this year. We asked to speak with the What's most important though; is that 
. ' 
William Rasp_berry_ 
Is Jackson running to win? 
I Jesse Ja~kson has emreged as a nomination, ·rear that his seeming 
front -running darkhorse, a well- success wiil do them more harm than 
known egnima, whose consistent sue- good. Their nightmare is that he will 
cess in the polls has his party's leader's show up at the nominating conven-
w.ondering what the devil to do about tion with just enough support to 
him. create chaos for the eventual 
An ABC News- Washington Post nominee. 
poll reveals Jackson as the choice of lnterest lng!y enough, many 
22 percent of the nation's Democrats, Jackson supporters see iJ: pretty much 
well ahead of Massachusetts Gov . the same way, except tfiat they envi-
Michael Dukakis, whose support sion not chaos but unprecedented 
stood at only 13 percent befoFe his black influence in presidential 
campaign manager acknowledged he politics. 
leaked the story that knocked 1Joe As they lay it out, Jackson will do 
Biden out of the race. reasonably well in Iowa (Where his 
The same poll projects Jackson as support has been slipping, but where 
the likely v.·inner of the ''Super Tues- there is no clear-cut leader); his solid 
day'' series of primaries that was in- base of black support will win the 
stituted with the thought of boosting March 8 ''Super Tuesday'' primaries, 
the prospects of Southern moderates. and the momentum from that victory 
Tweiity-five percent ' of the will have a snowball effect in the 
Democrats in the 14 ''Supe_r Tues- Midwestern primaries that follow. He 
day'' Southern states named >Jackson would thus be in a powerful position 
as their choice, more than twice as to influence the convention slate and 
many chose runner-up Albert Gore platform: 
of Tennessee. Dukakis managed on- In other words, these supporters 
ly a fifth place finish, with 7 percent. see Jackson running not to win the 
Normally, the party would prize but to make a Point. 
welcome the early emergence of a But there are other Jackson 
clear-cut f(ont-runner . Instead of backers who see no reason why their 
having th~ !<:Nldidates coi;itinue to cut man shouldn't win the nomination 
each other up in the primary wars, outright. He has been working 
Democrais co'lil~ rally behind the!r assiduously to expand his base of 
strongest prospect and f0'cus their support beyond its black core energ~e.s 
1 
. on the Republican weighing in on such non-black issue~ 
oppos1t10Jt. as intrnational trade and the plight of 
But pai-ty leaders, convinced that the American farmer, and the 
Jackson can·not possibly win the evidence of the polls is that it is 
• 
working. 
Any white candidate with 
Jackson's solid base and consistent 
showing in the polls would be odds-
on for the nomination, they argue; 
only blatant racism would dispose the 
party's leadership to look for a way 
of denying Jackson the nomination. 
Well, not necessarily. The truth is 
th3t for all his demonstrated strength. 
Jackson still carries with him a pack 
of negatives: his lack of political and 
governmental experience, his difficul-
ty in attracting big money, the conti-
nuing opposition of Jews, his semm-
ing indecision as to whether he is run-
ning a movement or a campaign. 
But it is also true that one of the 
major weaknesses of the Jackson 
candidacy is the assumption-- in his 
party and in the media-- that he can-
not win. 
Maybe he can't; But why don't w~e 
just follow his campaign the way we 
follow the campaigns of other can-
didates, leaving the question of his 
electability not to party officials and 
media experts but to . the voters 
themselves. 
It may just be that the real message 
of the polls is that American voters 
are, on the question of race as on so 
many other issues, way out in front 
of their leaders. 
William Raspberry is a columnise with 
The Washington Pose. 
manager. He restated what the 
waitress hC;ld said. We again asked 
why we had not been told about the 
. policy. He simply said those were the 
rules, and added that sometimes the 
waitresses do J'lOt ''card'' customers 
in order to receiye maximum tips . . 
If the purported policy had been 
the true issue, the manager would 
have easily realized the error was not 
ours but theirs, that our meals should 
never have been interrupted and that 
an apology was in order for the in-
covenience - we did not serve 
ourselves. 
Had the policy been the true issue, 
the manager would have been sur-
prised to find the waitress serving 
customers under 21 and would have 
disciplined her accordingly. · 
However, this was not the case. 
The Case was one of racism. The par-
ty, too upset to eat, chose not to pay 
the bill and to leaVe. The minute we 
were out of our seats the waitress 
seated a group of white customers. 
Although the retaurant can lawful-
ly designate an area for customers 21 
.and older, El Torito Restaurant in 
Georgetown Park Mall is abusing the 
law·, using it to discriminate. 
This is the tyPe of institutionaliz-
ed prejudice to which we must be 
alert. I have said this to make other 
young blacks. aware that this happen-
ed in hopes that it happens to no one 
else. 
Linda J. Looney, 
School of Com'munications 
Alpha Phi Alpha not 
givep credit 
Dear Editor, 
We the Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity Inc., Beta Chapter, would 
like to ex_P:ress our annoyance 
with THE H/UTOPcoverage of one 
of our recent serilinars, a discussion 
on Egyptology that was held last 
week. 
THE HILLTOP covered the 
seminar fairly accurately, but failed 
to ack.nowledge the fact that we spon-
' 
sored the presentation. This has not 
been the first time that programs, 
events, et. al, sponsored by Beta 
Chapter have been covered by your 
newspaper, yet ignored when it came 
down to presenting the fact that the 
program was put on by Beta Chapter. 
We do not conduct service projects· 
for publicity, but rather for the 
~ratification we get from enlighten-
ing both the campus community and 
the black community aS .a whole. 
However, it is only fair to print ac-
curate and complete infolmation if 
you choose to cover any of our pro-
grams for the purpose of informing 
through the print medium. As the 
first fraternal organization to exist on 
this campus, and the oldest, (80 
years) Beta Chapter's excellence . 
speaks for itself, and therefore should 
not have to submit to a Journalistic 
snubbing week after week. It is hoped 
that these oversights will be corrected 
and eliminated in the future. 
Beta Chapter, 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Editorial stances 
I 
inconsistent 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing to call you attention 
to the inconsistency of your behavior 
with regards to the Chery,V Tautm 
situation. This was solidily brought 
home in the Ocotber 2nd issue of 
THE HILLTOP. 
~ After reading_ with both pride and ? 
interest of Ms. tatum's struggle 1 
against the racist policies of the Hyatt · 
Hotels in previous ·issues, on page 5 
of the 10/2 issue and also on the 
editorial page of ihe same iisue, I had 
to catch myself and turn back to the 
large boldface type adVertisement fOr 
the Grand Hyatt Hotel Which appears 
on page 4. 
In the future, THE HILLTOP 
would l do well to show some 
ideological consistance in its accep-
tance of advertising· if its editorial 
stances are to be taken seriously. 
T.T. Wanjau 
Sc~ool of Law 
' 
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''WHO WE COT?!'' 
.. 
A HOMECOMING '87 ENTERTAINMENT PREVIEW 
' 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1987 • 
BLACKBURN CENTER-EAST BALLROOM 
. 
11 :JO A.M. 
. ' 
• 
COMPLIMENT ARY TICKETS AV Al LAB LE WEDNESDAY 
. AT CRAMTON AUDITO~UM BOX OFFICE • 
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT IT ... 
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Ve,rsatile actors bring life to play 
Livin' FAT· does justice 
8)'' Stephania H. Davis 
Hilltop Sraff Reporcrr 
Judi Mason's livin FA 7 \vas do11e 
justice this past '''eekend b)' the 
Drama Oepartmc11t's splc11did cast uf 
actors and actresses \Vho made tl1i s produ~tion come al ive \vit h comedy 
and morality . 
1 l ' his side-splitting comedy iS abot1 t 
a 'poor, S9ut hern family, t lie Carters . 
th~y unexpectedly,~come i1110 a lot 
Of money a11d the problems 1l1at g0 
a·~o11g \\'itl1 it. 
. · David Lee, 1l1C Cart~r so11 , is a col-
ldge graduate. While ,, .. orking <ts a 
l·'anitor at the local ba11k, a robbery akcs place and J1e ''J'inds'' about 
$15,000 ..duri11g the 111ishan. Lee 
' 
shares th~money with his grand-
111other, mother , fa1her, sister and 
friend Boo. Howe\'er his parents, 
\Vho are ''God-fear ing folks,'' ques-
tion the morality of keeping the 
r11oney and the Jilemn1a tears the+ 
\Vhole family apart . 
David Lee is played by Jason E. 
Carmichael in his debt1t on the 
H O\\'ard stage. As the main 
cl1aracter, his comedic talent and ver-
satili1y shi11es. His portrayal of a 
frustrated college graduate is realistic 
a11d believab le . 
Boo is portrayed b}' Ernest Mercer. 
His hil<trious southern dra\vl and 
rapidly changi ng facial expressions 
bri11g the character to life wilh wit 
and humor. Together \Vith Car-
michael, they make a great comedy 
• 
tean1. 
Wendy D. Davis, as the Bible verse 
quoting mother, is a terrific st raight 
person. She managed not to crack a 
smile under the great comedy 
pressure and thi s is evidence of her 
1heatrical talent. 
Dee Lieaz, the grandmo1her, por-
trays an excellent image of \visdom 
througl1 age. Only her brand of 
\visdom is smarl and sassy. 
li11in ·FA T 's sniall cast is a collec-
tion of Howard's most versatile and 
fL1nny ac1ors and actresses. Not only 
do 1hey execute the lines \vith skill 
a11d precisio11, but they use their 
,Bodies to enhance e\'ery aspect of the 
play. 
The story line is simple but it brings 
i.Jp complex issues. Livi11 ·FAT means 
dift·erent things to different · family 
members. To David Lee it means 
finally gaining justice from the white 
society for making an educated black 
man work as a janitor. To his friend 
Boo, it means ''liying like the rich 
·..vhite ~olks on ~he hill.'' To Big 
Mama 1t means finally having some 
fun an·d all the things they deserve. I 
To the mother and father, money not 
come by honestly can only be evil. I 
Although the money _pulled the fami-
ly in different directions , it could not 1 break the strong bond of love bet-
ween them . 
Judi Ann Mason wrote Livin FAT 
while still a student at Grambling 
State University. 
Livin' FA.Twill be on stage again 
·Oct. 9,and 10. 
I 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
Photo by Paul Woodruff 
' Jason E. Carmichael {David) arid Margo West (Candy) star in Livin ·FAT. 
l 
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Local vihtage shops off er unique choices • clothing 
' . 
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Classic Clothing shows foll line 
Pl1•1 l11 h~ \ ' i11rc111 \. :ilc n1i11c 
ff}' AngeliqllC Stewart 
Hilltop Staff Report er 
~-"---~--- ·---
Ever venture dd,vn M Street past 
Urban Ourfitters or gone beyond 
l-lousto11's '! There's a ne\\' breed of 
stores ) et to be di scovered. The vin-
tage siores! 
So111c Georgeto\vn vi11tage stores 
arc; Off the Cut·f. Vanil)' Flair, and 
Classic Clo1hi11e:. All are 011 Wiscon-
'> in A\C'nue at M S1ree1. 
Ascending the stairs in Off the 
C'l1fl·, one approaches Vanit}'' Flair. 
Lining the stain,·ell \vall are tic--dyed 
13 t1 11clc~\\'ehr r11ilitc.1r)' !-shirts, a fe\v 
s111okingjackets and '''OO\ overcoats. 
i\'111 sic po1irs dO\\'!l the s1airs as·· the 
r,\, •1::r ~ <.l',d c111pl o~- ·:, r11J r1 their st<.1-
11011~ and assis t ct1 ~ ton1ers . Confro11-
ting cusion1ers 011 the landing, arc 
nC\\' black and gold lame' party 
dresses a11cl a fe\v l1andbeadcd even-
i11g S\\reaters i11 buglebeads and sc-
qt1ins. Tl1cre is also a small collect io11 
of \1intage purses in various geometric 
s!1a1)es and of fine quality crocodile, 
leather and \vood. There arc also 
platfo rm and 40<; st}1le sl1ocs to ac-
cessorize that special dress or 
ballgown. There is also a room full 
of nothing but tuxedo shirts, jackets, 
pa11ts and suits. All of them \1intage 
a11d all in excellent cond it ion. 
I11 addition to these pieces are rOr-
ina[ and day dresses ranging from the 
30;; to the 60s. Nice dresses that arc . 
pe rfect for that once i11 a lifet i1nc 
cabaret . The dresses are tnoderatcly 
priced at $20 to $50 and arc in ex-
ccllei1.1 condition. These are a bargain 
\\•hcreas a department store dress 
'''ould start at $150. There is a ft1l l 
selection of h1en's overcoats in \vool 
and cashmere starti ng at 540. 'fhese 
are a!:-.o a bargain con1pared to 
b<.trgain store prices. 
Tl1 is is a college St l1dc nt's fi11d \Vith 
its selection of trend~' Bri1ish loafers, 
oxfords and house slippers. Interna-
tional n1ilitar}' gear (including com-
bat boots), \YOO] pants, skirts, dresses . 
and hats. James Carder , part O\\·ner , 
said that most of' the sto[e' s clients 
arc college sttidents and young pro-
' 
• 
Fi>,Jf\ 
" ., .. 
' ' ' ' ... ' ' 
I 
The unuSuol and vintage styles ot 
Classic Clothing 
l'holo by Vincenl Valentine 
\ 
fessionals. He also said that there is ranging form $fo to $80 depending 
''nothing that doesn 't sell well'' in the on the coat's condition. Three or four 
store. Jean jackets, ball go\vns, over- racks full of men's wool and 
coa nd military st~· ck seem to sel l cashmere overcoats and raincoats are 
the st though. an overwhelming sight. To go with 
/" ost of the clptl1e are brought in that special coat are silk and YiOOI 
uge bulks of 100 pounds, then scarves ranging from $10 on sale to 
sorted through for material, style, $)00 regular price. 
and color and finally cleaned. In- This store has everyth.in& and 
dividual buyers also work for Vani· a nything needed to fill out a war-
ty Flair. drobe. Shoes from Lolidon in~ the 
Further do,vn at 1015 Wisconsin DM style of the 50s and 60s' are 
Avenue is C lassic Clothing. Open 10 available as are conservative, but not 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday through really conservative, shoes in another 
Saturday and 12 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. English style, Creepers. There is a 
Sunday. This is the only story listed huge jewelry seleCtion of beads and 
\vith a black manager,f Ron Wilket· rhinestones, the signature stone of 
son. Wilkerson revealed that tl1e ma- vintage stores. ·There is a· collection 
jority of his store 's clientele are high of gloves in all sorts of veifls. Any 
school and college students. This is glove length needed, they have got it. 
apparent as '' kids1 ' race around in There is a collection of hats from 
the last few minutes searcl1ing for wide brimmed 40s hats to top hats. 
parkas and other outerwear to shield , In addition to these vintage pieces are 
them from the pouring rain. Classic new dresses; gowns and jewerly all in 
Clothing is the largest vintage store the vintage vein. 
listed here. Wi!Kerson said that overcoats sell 
There is a nice selection of black well, now that the season is beginn-
and brown leather coats and jackets ing and the surplus fares well also. 
r"'"'"g Eric Clapton· Robe~t Cray· Etta James· Julian Lennon· Keith Richards· Linda Ronstadt Black theatre produces 'realistic' plays 
• 
• 
• 
By Sonya Ramsey 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Since 1967 ,the NEC has produced 
more than 200 new plays and provid-
ed a theatri~al home for more than 
4,000 cast and crew members. Some 
of rhe best black actors in television 
<!nd films, such as Louis Gossett Jr., 
Sherman Hemsley and Phylicia 
Rashad have worked there. NEC has 
\von more then 40 major awards in-
cluding Tony and Obie Awards a 
Pulitzer prize and three Acade:ny 
Award nbminations, according to 
NEC press information. 
Ward, HookS and theatre manager 
Gerald Krone, addressed themselves 
<l to the problems of these, and other, 
ar'tists ""hen they created NEC. 
''The Negro Ensemble Company 
has been really pivotal in mounting 
all of the black plays in the last 15 
years," said Howard Universily 
drama professor Vera Katz. ''The 
NEC is tn a fina11cial crisis right now 
and .they are not able to announce 
their season. They really need our 
checks.'' 
Prior to the 1960s, there wefe few... 
outlets for the wealth of black 
theatrical talent in America. Realistic 
pl~ys of the black experience were not 
being produced. This left even the 
most successful black performers, 
such as Ethel Waters and Hattie 
McDa~iel, contined to P)aying 
domestics. -
Douglas Ward, playwright, and 
Robert Hooks, actor, dreamed of a 
theatre that would produce plays 
about the black experience. Twenty 
years ag0, this dream became a reali-
ty in the form of the Negro Ensem-
ble Can1pany(NEC). , 
. ''The NEC is really the only ma-
JOr black theatre company in the 
' 
' . 
cOuntry," said Katz. They premier 
South Africa11 and West Indian plays 
in addition to plays by black 
Americans. -
• • Katz said the drama department of 
Howard University has showc~ed ~ 
some of the award winning plays first J 1 
produced by NEC. Some of these 
plays were, 7'he River Niger, by Joe ,. 
Walker and Home by Samm-A<rt 
Williams. 
''The NEC is a~a· stream in 
black American cult , ' said Katz. 
''Over the years , t e Negro Ensem· 
ble Company has employed numbers 
of Howard students, gotten them 
agents and helped them get to Broad-
way including Phylicia Rashad , 
Charles Brown and Carol Maillard. '' 
Cha rles Fuller, who won a 
Pulitizer Prize · for his play, A 
Soldier's Story said that ''theatre is a 
mirror of life. '' The Negro Ensemble 
Company is black America's mirror . 
' 
'Baby Boom' lacks comedy tale_nt for SlfCCess 
------------By Kevin Chapple 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Like niany new trends in toctay's 
society, the increasing number of 
women trying 19 combine the pains 
of working with the joys of paren-
thood is ripe with comedic oppor· 
tunities . But opportunities don't 
always equal pay, as this disappoin-
ting movie proves. 
Baby Boom starring Diane Keaton 
as the ultimate baby-boomer opened 
on October 9. She earns a six-figure 
salary as an executive of one of the 
biggest advertising agencies in New 
York. When she inherits the ultimate • 
baby, Keaton has to find time for her 
work and the responsibilities of a new 
mother. 
Harold Ramis, who was in the 
movie Ghostbusters, plays a small 
ro~e as Ke"atons's yuppie boyfriend. 
It IS apparent from the begin.Qing of 
the movie that they live together for 
economic reasons only. When the 
baby arrived, Ramis' character 
departed, giving him only 30 minutes 
to display his comic talent . 
Most of. the humor from this point 
forward is not provided by Keaton, 
but by the baby and the naturally 
funny things that babies do . 
As the quality of Keaton's work 
decreased , her boss demoted her to 
a job he felt she could handle com-
fortably and still have time for her 
baby . 
• 
Unable to swallow her pride and 
accept the demotion, Keaton quits 
her job and moves to a small town 
in Vermont. 
At this point the film starts to look 
more lik~ a remake of the m%>vie 
Money Pit, as Murphy's La\v takes 
its toll o'n the house. Keaton does riot 
have enough money saved up to fix 
the leaking roof and dried up well : It 
is then that she realized another 
source of income was necessary. 
The faultering ex-executive,in need 
of money, started her own business. 
Using all of her resources .wisely, she 
started a gourmet baby food com-
-
pany, specializing· in applesauce. 
From the apple , orchard in her 
backyard, she creates a nationwide 
baby food chain. 
Ironically, the same company that ·-
she used tO work for offered ,Keaton 
millions for her new company. So 
much for prejudging the ability of a 
woman. 
The same time her b~iness ·was 
booming her social life was booming 
too. She met the guy of her drearhs, 
the town veterinarian, played by Sam 
Shepard. I 
continued on page 7 
- ----· 
• • 
Diane Kealon ond. ~ichelle Kennedy In Baby Boom. 
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BLOOM. ·-COUNTY by Ber ke Breathed under the impression that they are 
Fl/15r IYl'fCM SPOCK 
BACK A\'00 S/ftJr<E Vf/iVt 
ANIJ r<Ef'OffflN& l1JI{ 
fJrlTY.1 
\ 
_ too ''mentally tough'' to become ad~ 
,..;.--------. .----RT-1ff0_"°"'6NT_.;.._, IJCW!,, I fflT6 ~ dieted and this is a terrible mistake. 
"!!!'!£~= A H£'5 HA'AMI A ~f• HJMAN Gt/TJ. As the abuse continues the chances of 5<.lJJ, r<.r;;n.n~P. Wt> ,,,,,.,u:, 7 h 
MY HA~ A NtW ~w 1'lf'ICllL 171511~ .l?!,_,vt..VvvKlN · t e appearance of the side effects 
MAN./ Mf51ER 5ftXK 5ftJCK '!./ &IE9f£NT becomes greater. 
\ wt1H A NeW !'fR- I WtrH PK M:C.OY#, Anabolic steroids do have some 
" 5P«IJ:~  medical usees and are prescibed by 
NRTIONAl 
·8lACK 
ASSOCIATION, t<IC. 
PRESENTS ITS 
! 
• ?rf" 
1 
\ doctors on a regular basis. They are 
0 used to combat certain forms of 
anemia and breast cancer. They have 
also been used in the treatment of 
anerexia and for the repair~ of sever~ 
ly burned skin. But these uses of the 
drug are under the watchful eye of a 
physician. It is when they are used by 
an athlete who is unaware of the 
dangers associated With the drug that 
they become truly dangerous. 
1987 STUDENT MINI-CONFERENCE 
I 
Bo'om realistic is that while the movie took place over a five-year period, the baby stayed the same size throughout 
its entirety. This proves to be one of 
many major flaws in this movie. It 
became apparent that the same team 
who brought the blockbuster, Private 
Benjamin, to the screen, rushed this 
film through relying on the names of 
Kea~on and Ramis to pull in 
moviegoers. 
< 
' Continued from page 6 
Charles Shyer did a good job of 1producing this movie. It is apparent 
that the plot was well thought 
through. It may also serve as inspira-
tion for the many mothers entering 
the work force each year. 
Working with small kids is always 
a challenge to even the best directors. 
Nancy Meyers met this challenge with 
great directing and good camera 
shots. The baby moves as if on que, 
with facial expressions thclt are 
I found that this movie often dug 
deep to try to find humor in what was 
h4morless1 · situation. Most of the 
comedy from the first pai"t of the 
movie came from the way Keaton 
carried the baby under her arm as she 
struggled with h~r briefcase. 
priceless. f 
One thing thli.t made this movie Jess 
Keaton lacks the wit and comedic 
talent necessary to make this film a 
success. 
' 
• 
Youth .and Young Adults of Berean Baptist 
1 Present 
their 1st Annual Crusade 
Saturday, October 17, 1987 
6 pm at Emery Park Playground 
· Georgia Ave. & Madison St., NW 
Guest Pastor: Rev .. Lewis Anthony 
Guest Choirs: Howard University Gospel Choir 
The Sanctuary Choir- Tabernacle of Milwaukee 
Sunday, October 18, 1987 
1 O: 50 am at Berean Baptist Church 
Guest Pastor: Rev.· Raymond Bland 
924 Madison Street, NW 
' We're Fishing for Youth & Young Adults 
In case of inclement weather 
the crusade scheduled for Oct . 17 
• 
will be held at Berean Baptist Church 
For Further Information Call 
.. (202) 829-8454 
Pastor 
I Rev. Robert G. Childs 
Professional Opportunities 
l 
Looking For A Challenging Career? 
Do You Enjoy Helping Others? 
Do You Possess Manageribl Skills Or 
Potential? 
. . . 
• 
Enter a profession tho,t offers responsible, agressive, 
resourceful and self-confident team ployers the opportunity 
to chart their own course. 
The Pr.ince Geo.rge's County Fire Department is seeking 
exceptional 1nd1v1duals to fill the entry-level position of 
f i ref i g _h te r. • 
As a progressive fire service leader, we offer and en-
courage unlimited' career and personal growth as well as 
numerous career specialities. 
' 
Prince George''s County Government 
-An Equal Opportunity Employer-
Excellent Benefit Package 
20 Year Retirement 
Starting Salary Range: $21,603-$29,448 
(Beginning January 1, 1988) 
For Further Information Contact: 
Prince George's County Fire Department 
Administrative Services Division 
14500 Church Streef 
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772 
Attention: Tyrone N. Wei Is, Firefighter 
Or Call (301) 952-4788 
Ask obout our one-on-one career opportunities 
i sessions and site tours 
' 
• 
Drugs 
Continued from page 9 
not their all around health." 
It is this type of mentality that adds 
credence to the theory that steroids 
are addicitve. 
Athletes attempting to cover their· 
use of steroids can forget it. Drugs 
stay in the body for longer periods of 
time than others. For instance, an 
aspirin can go through the body in 
three days and not leave any particles 
behind. On the other hand, steriods 
have been known to remain in the 
body for as long as 18 mOnths. This 
makes their detection quite easy. 
.. 
& 
~ JOB FAiR 
. . 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1987 
8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. · 
WYNDHAM FRANKLIN PLAZA HOTEL 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
held in conjunction with 
THE NINTH ANNUAL NIMBAA 
CONFERENCE AND" EXPOSITION 
OCTOBER 14·18, 1987 Drugs such as amphetamines and 
cocaine cause both psychologica'l and 
physiological addiction. Steroids 
cause a strong psychological addic-
tion. Unfortunately, many athletes 
Coach Lee believes that Howard's 
test method is hard to be"at. 
''Our system is good. If they're on 
it, we'll know,'' he said. 
Minority students pursuing graduate or undergraduate d is-
ciplines are invited to a free one-day mini-conference from 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Corporate represeritatives wi ll 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
offer 
_ - . A Foreign Service Career 
. ' 
examine: 
• Selecting the Right MBA Program· 
• Financial Aid Sources 
• Job Search and Interviewing Techniques 
d I ' ... an more .
Representing the United States abroad as a 
Foreign Service Officer 
The Initial Step: 
The Job Fair will be held from 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 
p.m. Recruiters from over 100 major U.S. firms will 
be on hand to interview and recruit 
The Annual Foreign Service 
Written Examination 
December 5, 1987 
' Deadline for receipt of application: 
October 23, 1987 
You may obtain an application from your Campus Place-
ment Office or by calling (703) 235·9376 or 235-8295 
• 
Eligibility Requirements: 
To be eligible to take the Foreign Service Written- Ex-
amination, applicants must be: 
•At least 20 years old on the date of the examination; 
• Citizens of the United States 
•Available for WORLDWIDE ASSIGNMENT, including 
Washington, D.C. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
• 
Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get a lot of 
special treatment Like getting the American Express• Card pretty 
much hassle-free. Sure, they've proven themselves. But you have 
too, or you wouldn't be reading this today. So we're making some 
changes. Starting now, 1ve're making it easier than ever ~ 
for you to become a Cardmember through our ~ 
Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer. . ""' 
· The requirements are as simple 
as they get: iust be enrolled full time 
in a four-year college and have some 
form of inco111e-be it from a job, a grant, 
or from your folks. You don't even need a 
credit history, but if you have one, it must be 
clean. · 
How's that for hassle-free' Of course, once 
you have the American Express C.ard, it gets even 
better. You can use it to buy everything from sweats 
to stereos, everywhere from campus to Cameroon . 
.And those are just the basics. Af, a Cardmember, you'll 
be entitled to a 1vorld of benefits you can rely on. 
So look into our new automatic approval offer. Call 
l-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. Or just 
pick up an application on campus and study it You'll find 
you're bound to pass. 
' 
The Hilltop 
Classified Ad Policy 
.,,. All classified advertisements {Hilltopics] are due on 
/he preceeding Monday before publication qt 5 p.m. NO 
EXCEPTIONS I 
,,,,. No credit will be extended to advertisers. 
NO CASH - NO AD 
Campus Organizations 
0 If an orgonizotion is placing a classified ad for the pur-
pose of announcing o meeting, seminar, or non-profit 
making event, there is no charge if the classified ad is 
under 30 words. There will be o $1.00 charge for every 
five words over the 30 word limit. 
0 If, the organization is sponsoring on event that will 
be a profit-making venture ( i.e., parties, selling of 
flowers, cabere~ etc .) the charge will be $5 .00 for 20 
words or under and $1.00 extra charged for every f[!._e 
additional words. 
' • 
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Also featured were Willie J. 
• 
• 
. . • 
MBR Willi;im,. rpoinn;il ctirector of the U.S. Depart-ment of Commerce~s Minority Business Development 
Agency and Franklin Lee, vice presi-
trepreneurs who- tell how they became 
successful,'' says Flake. 
''We would also like to appeal to 
a young audience. If Blacks and other · 
minorities see more positive images, 
they can see the kinds of careers and 
opportunities they may pursue and 
become motivated to obtain business 
ownership goaTs-, ''She 8ays. 
DECEMBER GRADS ... 
. -
' dent and chief counsel for the 
Minority Business Legal Defense 
Fund. They talked about the gains 
lthe energies that enabled her to mjr;iorities have made in business 
receive such an lionor into the ownership, what more needs to be 
newsroom as she shares hosting done and the vehicles that have been 
dutfes with Wilfred Williams, presi- established to increase minority 
' 
Continued from paQe 1 
, dent of a multi-media production ownership. 
firm . The program is welcomed by the 
In the show•s .;opening br.oadcast National Black · Media Coalition. 
Earl Graves, publisher of ''Black Chairman Pluria Marshall says, ''We 
Enterprise'' magazine; and C. Philip (blacks) need to support programs 
Chen, president of the Los Angeles like this as a rule rather than looking 
Asian Business Association, were ror another Friday or Saturday night 
visited in their offices. dance video. We want to be enter-
Dr. H , Naylor Fitzhugh, tained, but we need to be informed." 
distinguished marketing specialist ''Minority Business Report'' is 
and pioneer of black business, pro- both informative and entertaining. ''I 
vided expert commentary. Fitzhugh also want the program to be a 
is a former Howard University motivator for prospective en-
mark.eting professor . ·-trepreneurs through the seasoned en~ 
Remission 
· 1 ContlAued from page 1 
She said. I Despite student complaints, 
Howard employees seem to enjoy the 
l:)enefits. ''I think it's a great benefit-
~s like my childern getting a scholar-ip," said Barbara Briscoe, ad-instrative assistant for the vice: 
President of business and fiscal af-
fairs and treasurer. Both Briscoe's 
son and daughter attended Howard . 
''It's not like my children are tak- · 
ing up space," Briscoe said. ''They 
have to be approved for admission 
just like every other child. If their 
SAT scores are not what they should 
be, they don't get admitted and if 
they don't keep their grades up 
they're not allowed to stay." 
Briscoe's son, Anthony, is a 
former business major at Howard .' 
''A lot of people used to say 'Oh, you 
just got it like that,' but I sti ll had to 
pay for books, fees, housing-
everything except tuition," he said. 
''Just because mY mom works at 
Howard 'doesn't mean she can afford 
to send me to Howard .'' 
If remis·sion of tuition students go 
to school for free, how do people 
know that they put the same value on 
' 
• 
f J 
• 
' 
• 
• 
-
' 
I 
• 
• 
. thc:.;JLc;du.ca~ion_as people who pay for 
it out of their own pocket, said Bed-
ford. ''A million dollars a year is too 
much money," he ·added. 
Kym Ward, a junior in electrical 
engineering, said, ''If blacks sup-
ported black colleges, the money for 
remission of tuition wouldn't be 
looked at as a loss.'' Ward's fathers, 
Jim, is offensive coordi11ator for 
Howard' s football team. 
Ward said, ''Everyone wants to 
negate the benefits and it isn't fair. 
The faculty and employees work hard 
for their money and the average 
salary of the average professor at 
Howard isn't what it should be," she 
said. Ward continued, '' At 
Georgetown, students get tuition and 
housing reductions and they get 
hooked up, their papers go through 
just like that. At Howard, this is a 
chance for black students 110 get 
ahead.'' 
Martin said that one of the bigge~t 
problems with the tutition benefit is 
that employees can not take courses 
which conflict with their work day. 
Since so few schools and colleges 
have evening courses, most 
employees cannot take advantage of 
the benefit. 
''More could certainly be done for 
the employee,'' said Barbara Briscoe. 
''If our chi ldren don't benefit, we get 
very little use of it,'' she said. 
The U.S. Small Business Ad- ' 
1rninistration provided matching 
funds to launch the $184,000 six-part 
pilot series on public television. An 
effort is underway to identify other .. 
funding sources froIQ. the private as 
well as public sectors. 
· Thus far, PBS st:itions in Los 
Angeles, Detroit and Atlanta have ex-
pressed interest in airing the produc-
tion. Declaring that the show has ''a 
network look,'' Flake is optimistic 
that ''Minority Business Report" will 
expand beyond its initial six episodes. 
''Our plan is to air an additional 13 
. shows in the winter .;;eason." 
Wekker . 
.., 
Continued from page 2 
cant racial problems. 
He notes that during this time 
blacks were an ''oddity," and were 
regarded with awe as opposed to 
hostility . 
Surinam's newly gained in-
dependence in 1965 caused a great 
migration for the next ten years. 
Political analysts predicted a civil war 
and many blacks went to the Holland 
out of fear. 
According to Wekker the great 
migration has brought problems for 
the new immigrants. 
''Forty percent of these people are 
umemployed and make-up nearly 
three-fourth of the penal system,'' 
Wekker said. 
Wekker , in noting he is the only 
black professor at his university, said 
only few blacks in the Netherlands 
finish high school and fewer ever go 
on to college. 
Most Surinamese work as teachers, 
nurses and civ.il servant s. A large 
number of them are skil led laborers, 
he. said. 
New York 
• 
" 
- -.... . 
~-···· 
. I , ' "•r. 
I 
The Close Up Program, the nation's largest onsite government studies 
program, is looking for talented, issues-
oriented college graduates ·interested in 
fulltirre part-year positions as Program 
Instructors. 
More than 35 positions in Washington, D.C. 
will be. available-15 starting in October 
and 20 starting in January; all lasting · 
through May, 1988. 
Requirements 
• A desire to work with high school students 
in the stimulating, fast-paced environment 
of our nation's capital, and a willingness to 
put in long hours. 
•A bachelor's degree in political science, 
international relations, American History, 
government, or related fields. Or a degree 
\n secondary education with a social 
studies concentration. ' 
Boston 
, 
• 
• 
- \ 
• 
'• .. 
• 
' 
' 
Washington 
. Fly JO times on The PanAmShuJtle'" andgotoEuropefree. 
Introducing our new Student Break' ·" program. Students who fly The Pan Am 
Shuttle bet,veen New York, Boston, and Washington can earn credits tor a free 
roundtrip standby ticket to Europe on Pan Am. Just fill out this coupon, send it to us 
and you're 'registered for free. Once you're registered fly just 10 times between 
Sept. I and June 30, 1988 and you'll earn your free ticket to Europe or anywhere in 
the U.S. Pan Am flies . And what's more, if you fly jueft 5 times you'll earn a free 
roundtrip ticket on The Pan Am Shuttle.t 
·r------------, 
I For a~toma1ic enrollment, clip lhis coupon and I send 1t 10: 
( Pan Am Shuttle Student Break I 
I P.O. Box 9009 I ·Smithtown, N. Y. I 1787 
I Name I I Street I I Cit>: Stal · 1p J 
· $45 student fare. . • . I &hoot I 
And remember our student fare. Students only pay $45.00 one way. Our student I Home address · I 
fare is good for travel Monday-Friday 10:30am-2:30pm and from 7:30pm till 9:30pm. L Social Se'""'Y *' . · 
10109 
l+i 1 
All day on Saturday and until 2:30pm on Sundays. -------'-----fl· 
' ~The Pan Shuttle m 
Free Eumpean/ U.S. ~1andby tr.i.vcl j, ~al id only lln P..in A1n. 1'.11Mlday-Thur.oday. ef!Cc1ive Mil)' 15. 191111 unlit September 15. 1':11111 v.·hen all lf'U\'CI n1u~1 ~~·onlp~eted. +Free Shu~tlc lic~can be u.<;ed July 1-0cccmbcr JI •. 1~. Schedules 
and pril.-e~ subject u1~hange wi1hout llOli~'C . Only MLKknt• 12-22 ye~rs 11f age ~rcelif!iblt!' for Student Break program. Proof of age required. Notcoo1b1n.ablc "'Ith other pmmot:IOllS. Wscoums.orlr.11\<el ~· OlhtrrntnCCIOftS-.ipi)t 
• 
.Have you 
considered 
- . . 
working •n 
Washington, 
D.C.? . 
• 
Consider CLOSE UP. 
Duties 
. 
As a Pro4ram Instructor, 
you ·11 take students 
behind-the-scenes 
for a ·close up look 
at Washington. O.C. 
•Lead groups of·20 students in discussion 
and activity workshops. 
•Attend onsite 'seminars throughout the· 
capital area. 
•Assist with administrative duties. 
Inquire or send a resume 
Personnel 
The Close Up Foundat ion 
Suite 1500 , 
1235 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Arlington. Virginia 22202 
703-892-5400 
' ' I 
A multipartisan, nOnprofit educational foundation for 
cit izen involvement in qovernment. 
• 
Kaunda 
Continued from page 1 
, . that include apartheid, AIDS and in-
ternational intervention against .,.· 
racism. ~ · ~ 
According to statistics, AIDs is a 
prevelent disease in the country and 
strikes about 20 to 30. _percent of 
Zambia's population. A recent New 
York Times article" said Kaunda's 
views are strong on the AIDS issue. 
One of his sons, reportedly died from 
the fatal disease last year. 
Some reports by American jour-
nalists, according to Kaunda, are an 
''outright distortion of African af-
fairs.'' A remedy, Kaunda suggested, 
is for univer~ities, such as Howard, 
to ex"change programs with one of 
Zambia's two universities. _ 
Kaunda is currently Serving a se-
cond term as chairman of the 
Organization of African Unity and is 
chancellor of the country's univer-
sities. He is author of several books . 
including: Black Government, Zam-
bia Shall Be Free and Kaunda .On 
Violence. _ . . ---
··Staff reporte.rs A!ison f!ethe~ a~d Jennifer 
Ph{flips contr1bureil to thlS article. · 
c B-Phi-B , 
Continued from page 9 
athletes and drugs. . 
' ·· Although rio definite plafl-s have 
• 
· been set, Beale said the members have . 
talked about eventu~lly getting the 
organization incorp·orated and 
spreading into other basketball pro-
grams, especially within the MEAC 
conference . 
• 
'jB-Ph.i-B has done a lot to unify 
this team. It's the closest team that 
I've ever been a part of,'' Beale said. 
''Some teams I've been on we just 
'play ball and that is it; but I know 
with this team I can count on them 
at all times and we hell}-each other 
out whenever necessary.'' 
B-Phi-B is one of five organiza-
tions of its kind in the athletic pro-
gram. The others include F-Phi-F 
(football), T-Phi-T (track), Tater-
! Phi-Tater (baseball) and the newest 
group· Ace-Phi-T which the men's 
· and women's tennis teams started last 
.. year. 
· Ace-Phi-..T is known as a Fra-
• Sorority be6.use it has both men and 
. women ils members. This organiza-
: tion was started on a bus during their 
spring: trip last year. It came about 
said member Jill Wood, because ''we 
needed to bring unity to both teems. 
Since we had different schedules we 
were separated a lot ~ we wanted 
to do something about 11." , 
The 1$ founders pledged each 
other during the trip, demonstratiaa 
their tennis ability and certain 1kiHt 
with their racquets. 
Wood said lince Ace-Phi-T wu 
. just started last year, tbe)'8Rldllpt-
ting their feet on ~ lfOllDd, but they · 
definitely plan to >'Can annal line 
. duriaa dlljf . 
• 
' 
I 
' ' 
• 
• 
• 
' 
B-Phi-B 
initiates ~ 
new line 
By Stephani Lacour 
Hilltop Stal'f Reporter 
., 
. ., ll. \.__ .-' u . 
-Photo by Strelta Cobbs ... 
For the past two weeks, students 
have been intrigued and entertained 
by the greetings and chants of 
''We're working hard to be a Bison-
-Don't you want to b-b-be a Bison?'' 
Behind those voices is the 1987 Fall 
line of B-Phi-B walking with one of · 
their big sisters on the yard. ' 
B-Phi-B during their first v.'eek of pledging. 
The organization, which serves as 
an · initiation process for new 
members of the Lady Bison basket-
ball team, has been in existence ever 
since team coach, Sonya Tyler, took 
over the team in 1980. 
''B-Phi-B is the basketball pro-
gram,'' coach Tyler said. !'Who ever 
is on the team in the fall is a 
member.'' 
Since its birth fiye years ago, 45 
members have pledged with the sole 
purpose of uniting old and new 
members. ''We had to bring the 
young people together. Diversity was 
a problem that alt the members had 
~ to deal with, so to break these dif-
1 ferences or 'walls' down, we started 
this so we could build bridges,'' 
. -
coach Tyler said. . 
This year's line, made up of eight 
freshmen, one junior and one senior , 
started pledging last Thursday and 
will cross on Oct. 15, just before the 
official start of basketball season. 
''It's important to put the new 
members on line before the start of 
the season so they can get to know 
each other. Wtien we start playing 
most of our time is spent together, so 
we have to get along,'' Darlene Beale, 
member of thq team said. 
Besides tl,oing everything 
together.the pl~dges wear bll!e and 
white in honor of the school colors, 
plaques in the shape of a basketball 
around their necks, and carry bricks. 
The bricks sCparately symbolize 
discipline, strength and respect and 
when linked together form a bond 
that can never be broken. 
For the Lady Bison, this bond 
established during the pledge season 
carries through to the end of their 
basketball career at Howard. B-Phi-
B helps the new members find 
themselves and adjust to the rigorous 
schedule of the season, assistant 
coach Robin Duncan said. 
Duncan, a member of the 198S line 
said the pledge period helps reinforce 
discipline just by working together, 
which is really important for· their 
perfor~ance both on and off the 
court. 
Besides being a driving force for 
the team, B-Phi-B has participated in 
an annual basketball clinic with area 
Brownie troops. Last year, tlte 
members spoke to the public about 
·cont inued on page 8 
Steroids high on NCAA drug list 
Coach, Lee says Howard drug testing efficient 
- ~. ---
By John Mitchell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
The NCAA has a list, over 60 
pages long, which tells its members 
exactly what drugs are illegal and can 
not be found in its participants urine 
samples. Anabolic steroids are close 
to the top of the list. 
Many peoplei -are unfamiliar with 
steroids. They are derivatives of the 
male hormone testosterone. It is us-
ed to promote protein synthesis that 
gives the body a greater capacity to 
hold more muscle mass. As a result, 
steroids 
1
are helping to artificially 
create bigger and stronger athletes . 
ticularJY in the sports that require 
strength such as football and 
wrestling. 
But because of the health hazards 
and side effects which have been 
known to accompany them, many 
athletes have come to the conclusion 
that the risks outweigh the benefits of 
taking them. 
Alonzo Lee, the strength and con-
ditioning coa·ch of the undefeated 
Howard football team, stands firm-
ly agai nst the use of steriods. 
When an athlete or a bodybuilder 
cOmes to the conclusion that he is go-
. ' . ing to use steroids, he must also take 
into consideration the side effects at-
tributed to their use. They range from 
baldness and acne to liver and 
test icular cancer. Prostate enlarge-
ment and increased aggression are 
also proven side effects of steroids. 
Coach Lee has seen first hand the 
' perils of the misuse of steroids. 
' 
Bison face new opponenf 
Team promises tough challenge 
By Darren E. Price 
Hilltop Staff Rcprotcr 
Junior Tailback David Meggett 
leads with 37 rushes for 169 yards, 
and 11 receptions for 73 yards. Meg-
The last time Howard played a new gett, a transfer from Morgan State, 
opponent, people were asking rushed for 128 yards on 24 carries 
''Who's Newberry College? Where against Maine. 
are they from?'' That game was Freshman ChriS" Goetz wi-11 be at 
played on-5eptember 12 and Howard the helm for Towson. So far he has 
won 45-0. completed 70 out of 122 passes for 
Now the Bison face another new 7S6 yards and two touchdowns. He 
opponent, the Towson State Tigers at has also thrown nine interceptions. 
Minnegan Stadium in Townson, Since Towson likes to throw the 
MD., on Saturday, Oct. 10. This time football, senior Dale Chipp.s is a 
people instead of asking who is receiver who has caught, 18 passes ~or 
Towson, they are saying ''That's go- 289 yards and one touchdown. Smith 
ing to be pretty good game?'' has 11 receptions for 166 yards. 
By all indications that, may be Defensively, the Tigers afe led by 
true. The Bison have a record of 3-0 linebacker Mark Angle who has IS 
after defeating South Carolina State solos, six assists and one fumble 
31-22 on September 26. recovery. Linebacker Jim Corridon 
The T-igers ~e cOiiiing off of an has 14 solos, four assists, and one 
impressive 17-14 win over the Univcr- sack. 
sity of Maine last Saturday. They After taking a break last week, the 
have a record of 1-2, losing to Nor- Bison ~re struggling for recognition r 
theastern 39-22 and Indiana, Pa., in the 1-AA poll. Howard is ranked 
10-7 earlier in the season. - second in the Sherdan Poll behind ' 
Against Maine, the Tigers rushed Central State and tied for first place 
for 160 yards, and passed for 260. in the MEAC with rival Delware 
Their defense held Maine to Sl yards State. Both have records of 2-0 in the 
and forced two interceptions and two conference _ 
fumbles. 
To date, Towson is averaging 2S2 
.yards, per game, however, their op-
ponents are gaining 320 yards per 
game. The Tigers have scored only 
seven points and have allowed the op-
position to get 36 points all season. 
Tailback Harvey Recrd has SS7 
yards rushing and seven touchdowns 
while quarterback Lee DeBose has 
completed 28 of 43 passes for 549 
yards, six touchdowns, and rushed 
for 144 yards and one touchdown. 
• 
Tailbac~ Fred Killings follows with 
30 carries for 20 yards and two 
tochdowns. Fullback Ronnie 1 Epps 
has IS carries for 1S9 yards and one 
tackle. . 
So fat tightend Jimmie Johnson 
lea(.e) the team with nine receptions 
for 169 yards and two touchdowns. 
Kick returner John Javis has seven 
returns for 192 yards while punter 
place kiCker John Havell averages 
38.3 yards per punt and has scored 
28 noints. \ 
Defensively, the Bison are led by 
line backer Darryon Robinson who 
has 23 solo tackles and 10 assists, and 
nose tackle Billy Dores who ha~ 17 
solo, four assists and five· sacks. 
Senior cornerback Conrad Austin 
follOws with eight solos, and two in-
terceptions. Fr~shman linebacker 
James Gari.and has 10 solos, and 
eight assists. 
Bison Bit: Senior wide 
receiver/ kick return specialist Curtis 
Chapple is indefinitely out of play 
because of a fractured wrist and Ed-
- die Hayes because Of a hand injury. 
ln other MEAC action, Bethune-
Cookman plays Georgia Southern, 
South Carlina State plays at Morgan 
State, North Carolina A&T plays 
Johnson C. Smith, and Delaware 
State plays ClarKe College. 
Spikers lose to Terps in close game 
Tough defense not e h to win • 
By Charlisa Holloway 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
MarylanJ regained poss ion of 
the ball after captain, ~tep ine 
Douglas, was called for a net v la-
~ The Bisonette Spikers were upset tion . The Terrapins scored t ice 
' by the Maryland Terrapins in a three b~fore they lost the ball. 
out of five game series Wednesday, , . . . . 
October 7. The teams played five With Douglas serv!ng, the Sp1kers 
both squads. Howard came out on 
top with a lS-19 victory before 
Maryland blasted them with two hard 
hit in a row, to gain possession. 
Maryland scored a point, but 
Howard quickly outmastered the 
Maryland's offense and scored twice 
m9r~ to le~d th_e g~me 7-1. 
Then the momentum swung 
toward the Terps. Howard missed 
two serves in a row and Maryland I Steroids have been banned from both collegiately and various profe-
sional sports? They have bee11 proven 
to enhance athletic ability, par-
- • 1 ~
'' I believe in going drug free. I feel 
that if you are geing to get big and 
strong that you can and should do it 
the natural way by eating the right 
foo'ds allit seriously lifting weights," 
said Lee, a former stand-out middle 
linebacker at Eastern Illinois 
University. 
''I've definitely seen some of the 
: bad Side effects. Not with the foot-
ball players that I have been 
associated with, but with some of the 
bodybuilders th'1:t I have lifted with,'' 
said Lee. ''I've seen guys lose their 
hair but 'that-Wasn't ·importattt to them~ They" wCre onl§ interested in 
the appearance of their bodies and 
Continued on page 7 . 
games before a winner emerged, with earned three more point~ tq make the 
Howard winning the..fitsLtwo Ill;lt- scqre 1~-9. bt ~me.p01.!}t.. Do,uglas 
ches 15-3, lS-9 and Maryland taking lost her serve. Mar)'.land scored once 
the rest lS-2, 17-15 and 15-12. !O try to get back 1n the game, but 
Statistically the Terrapins defeated Howard stopped the~ and collected 
the Spikers, but actually they beat one more p~1nt to win. 
themselves. Although Maryland's 
coach described the Spikers' defense 
tied the game 8-8. After a Howard 
time-out, the Douglas and Perry duo 
combined to slowly put the ,Terps ··- . 
• • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • In the second game, Howard's 
defense came to a complete halt . 
Maryland tabulaJed seven 
unanswered points before Howard 
attempted its first serve. The Spikers 
lost there composure and could not 
complete an easy pass over the net . 
Ho) ard finally sc~r~d on a pass by 
Perry to the oppOs1t1on' s back row . 
Pierce and Douglas combined for 
Howard's second and last point with 
a $ hort spike a hole of Maryland's 
away 15-9. 
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• C<1lle~l.' is 111a11\· tl1i111rs_ . '. .. ~ 
fn1111 s1>ri11g l>rt•;;1k.o; t<1 final 
0 I · t . exa111s. >1g ga111es <> 1>1zza rt111s. 
: It ·s alsc1 tl1e ti111e tc> 1>re1>are 
• f<1r tl1t• real ,,·cirld. 
• And thal's\\·hereThe 
• E<1t1ital>lc c:an l1el1>. 
• A.Ii 111ajc1r 1>r<J,·iders of 
• financ:ial st·n·ic:es in A111erica. 
• 1·11t· Ec111ital>lt• Financial 
• CcJ11111anic.'i 111a11age <J\"t.'r 8100 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
bil lio11 i11 a.<;..i,;ets. A11d ot1r 
IJrodt1cts co\·er t'\ ·er~ · 11l1a'ie of 
fi11ance- fro111 innQ\·ati\'e life 
i11st1rance to real estate. health 
1>lans to 111t1tt1B.l ft1nd-;. 
So \\·l1en tl1e ti111e con1es 
for a fina11oial IJlan in, ~·ot1r life. 
cl1a11ces are ,,.e-11 ha,·e jt1 . ;;t ,,·J1at 
~·ot1·re looki11g fo r. 
\ \ ·11at ·s 111ore. if '·ot1·1·e 
loclki11g for a career.i11 fi11ancial 
sen·ic.-e1. The Ec111italJ!e ha.o; 
01JJXJrtL1nitie-; all ac.·r<>."i.'i the 
cot1ntr'" 
FoT ffi(lre information, 
,,·rite Harr~· D. Garber, Vic:e 
Chairn1an, The Equitable, 787 
Se\·enth A,·enue, ';\'e,,· York, N'Y 
10019. And put ,·ourself in good 
con1pan~-. 
TheEOO"ABLE 
• as ''the best we have faced all year,'' 
• there were times when Maryland 
• found the holes and scored. 
• The Spikers also missed key serves . 
• ''We just can't give up serves and ex-
• pect to win, "said Coach Linda 
• Spencer . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Serving was not a problem for 
freshman Arlinda Pierce. At the start 
of the first match, she sparked 
Howard with two easy points . 
Maryland then took control of the 
• game and left Howard trailing 3-2. _ 
• An_ untouchable serve by verteren 
• Stephanie Perry put Howard back in --.The final game was a do 
• the lead 4-3. · 
• The game was tied up twice at 5-S 
• and again at 6-6 in a defensive battle 
• on both sides of the court. Maryland 
• 
• 
• broke the monotony when they 
• blocked .Perry's spike to raise the 
score tQ. 7-6. C6ach Spencer, a former 
Howard volleyball player, called a 
time-out and instilled the desire to 
• win her team. 
• 
or die situation for both 
• 
teams.' 
defense. Thereafter, Howard had dif-
ficulties in fielding good passes to !he 
front row a]ld defending against 
Maryland's offensive hits. 
• Howard was on a rally and a spike 
• made by the versatile Pierce added to 
~ it. Perry cranked out a serve with too ' 
• much spin for the Terps to handle The third game of the match was 
• and made the score 11-7. filled with well executed plays ·by 
-- --· -
- when Howard earned the right to 
serve again, Douglas' serves and· 
Taylor's strong defense, put the 
Spikers ahead 14-12. At game point, 
So.ndra Taylor's spike went out of ~ 
bounds and Maryland regained con-
trol. Once again the game was tied at 
14all. ,. _ _ 
"The final game was a ''do or die'' 
situation for both teams. Each team 
won two games in the best of five 
series. Howard came out with a bang 
leading the series 7-0 be~~re 
Maryland could serve. The Terrapins 
served the ball into the net and gave 
Howar.d the chance to score again. 
Instead of scoring, Howar:d was 
plagued by poor serving and lost t.he 
serve that invited Maryland back in-
to the game. Pierce served three hard 
balls in a row, including an a~e that 
hit the floor before Maryland could 
react. to make the score 10-4. 
Maryland retainCd the ball and they 
brought the score up to 10-8. Howard 
scored twO poipts, but Maryland 
quickly took charge of the game and. 
tied it up 12-12. The Spikers were not 
able to score again and lost the game 
and match I S-12. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·Jamal's Pizza Hal( 
• 
Corner of New Hampshire 
and Georgia Avenues, NW 
291-2227 -
-
You ring, We bring! 
PAN PIZZA delivered to your door! 
Great Employment Opportunities 
• Financial Companies • 
\ \'!: H .111 C1ucxr P1.1's Fc1H'ltJt.:. : 
198';JTlie EauitablE Life Assurance Soc1e1yol 1he Un1led States. NY NY lnves!men1sotteted by Equ,co Securol•es. Inc . J\I Y. N.Y. 
. ' 
• 
• 
Full ~nd part-time delivery drivers, pizza and 
submakers needed immediately. All shifts 
available. Apply at Georgia and New Hamp-
shire Aves., NW or call Steve .Solomon at 
. ~ 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
• I ' 
. " 
2.91-2227. 
• 
' 
\' .I 
• 
' i 
, 
I 
I 
' I 
! 
I . 
I 
J 
! 
' 
• 
• 
1 
• 
• 
• • 
' • • 
The Hilltop/Friday . October 9. 1987 • 
• 
• ICS \ 
~'.'."".''.'."".'~~~~~~~~~-T=H~E":H~iL~-L~T~O~P:".'is~f~o~ok~- i:ng:'.'7fo:r-.p:e:o:p:le'."'"~T~h~e-.L-.a~d:ie~s·o:f•A:l~ph~a:":C:h•ap-.t~e~r.---T~h:e Connecticut Club is meelfng Oc· 
Help wanted experiencedinthedataentryfieldto Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc . tober 14 beginning at 6:30 p.m. in 
' . Sophia, For rent 
·- serve as typesetters. Two paid posl- Announce their 11th Annual the Blackburn Music Listening 
. ' Wanted: Llfeguargs and attendants lions are open. Experience with a WALK-A-THON on October 17. Room. All Connecticut students are 
· Where: Naval ReSearch Lab. Rec. computer keyboard is essential. Pledge sheets are available at the urged.Jo attend. 
Heart and character carries us 
through life. Both are qualities you 
possess. I _hope this is the beginn· 
ing of ~omethlng great because it 
certainly seems that way. , 
- ~ Room for rent near Howard U . 
234-3584 
l 
Club Please call 636-6867 for an following times ~nd places: (Off At. 296. near Bolling AFB) ?PPOintment. Eton: 411 MWF 3.5. TTh 7_8; All volunteers for Homecoming 1987 Pay: $5.03 per hour Slowe: 3-105 MTTh 5_7, 3-238 TTh who did not leave a phone number 
Time: Flexible hours. Club operates Atte.ntion: Models wanted for major ' 9-11 : 3-160 MTTh 7-9; 3-131 MWP when applying for a position may 
M-F: 11 a.m.-1 p.m. and 3-9 p.m. fashion shov.i, Nationally known 5-8; 3-145 MTh 6-8; 2-234 MW leaveanumberinthec6rresponding 
Sat. and Sun: 12·5 p.m. -designerstartseastcoasttour. Run· 9·11 ; 2-166 MW 6-8; coordinator's box in Room 109 
Contact Becky or leave message at way experience a must. Dress sizesd Quad: Wheatley 303 MW 3-6; Blackburn. 
767-2560 6-7-8. Call Lamar 723-4864. Bethune: 672W MWTh 9-11; 655W 
, __ - - TTh 8-10; 481W MT 9-11: Need somewhere to store your Announcements 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, · 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
sponsor . 
The 1987 Annual Beulah E. Burke 
Essay Contest 
"Should Blacks Join in Celebrating 
the Bicentennial of the US Constitu-
tion." < 
All essays must be typed, double 
spaced, 500-800 words and turned 
in on Oct. 12th between 1 Oa.m. and· 
12noon to SUiton Plaza Room 1003 
We're BAD!!! The Howard Universi-
ty Drug Education and Prevention 
Program (HUDEPP) staff is Bound 
And Determined to1 help educate and 
prevent drug abuse at Howard. 
We're asking all student organization 
representatives to join us in an orien-
tation meeting on October 16, 1987 
at 9:00 a.m. in Room G-3 at the 
University Counseling Service . 
Come find out how your organization 
can support this team effort and win 
rewards for its participation . 
., 
COMING SOON!!! Meridianc 439 TTh 4-6; 229 TWTh seasonal changes in clothes, lug-The ladles of Alpha Chapter, 10-11: 719 MW 9_11 . gage and other items? You store Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. • it .. . you lock it. Available immediate-
invite you to experience our The Depts. of Sociology and An- ly. $97.00 a year will reserve this 
HOMECOMING 198711! thropology, Political Science and storage unit for you. Call 726-3169 
" CATCH THE WAVE" !! 00 d 7 00 HUSA are sponsoring a panel discus- between 1 O: a.m. an : p.m. 
Don 't miss it! sion called ''Politics and WQrkers ' 
Struggles: International Perspec- The Howard University Premedical 
tives '' on October 16, 1987 at 7 Chapter of the Student National -Stu-dent by - d-ay ... ~ En-vironmental 
C(rusader By Night!!! Dust off your 
c.ape, earn$$$, and qualify for front 
line political work:STOP pesticide 
poisoning, LEARN political organiz-
ing skills, 'TRAIN for '87 and '88 
elections. · 10-40 hours/wk. Eve 
ft.Ip!. Sal. $5-7/hr. Advcmt/travel 
opps. Toxics never sleep ... take a 
meaningful job and be part of the 
solution' Call CLEAN WATER 
A CT I 0 N - - f.<7-1196. 
ACCURATE WOAD PROCESSING 
BY LEGAL SECRETARY. Extremely 
detail-oriented; checks grammar and 
citations. Usually 1-2 day tur-
narouryj. Will meet you at HU. CALL.1 
JEAN, 593-9689 
.. . - -
Video tape conversion from US Stan-
dard (NTSC) to foreign standards 
(PAL /SECAM /P.~L Mt 
p.m. in Room B-21 of Douglass Hall . Medical Association will have a 
. Free admission. · general meeting on Octo.ber 20, 
- - -HUSA's Public Relations Committee · 
is having a meeting for all volunteers 
on Wednesday, October 14, 1987 at 
5:30 p.m. in Room 102A Blackburn. 
HUSA 's Community Action Network 
presents Community Action Day on 
Saturday, October 10, 1987 from 10 
a.m . to 1 p.m. Volunteers are need· 
ed to work at area shelters. Call 
Monica at 636-7007 for more 
details. 
SIGMA WEEK is coming!!! 
Catch it! ! 
1987, in the Forum (located in 
Blackburn Center). This meeting will 
begin at 5 p.m. 
Club Georgia meeting Tuesday, Oc· 
tober 13th at 7:00 p.m. in Room 148 
Blackburn. *Please bring dues* 
''The Jam You 've All Been Waiting 
For'' 
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc. 
MATCH 06! 
Howard U."BLOODY BETA" and U 
of Maryland ' 'ICY IZ'' are throwing an 
unforgetable JAM! 
Friday, Oct. 16, 1987 
Place: W.U.S.T... Sherman arid U 
Street . 
T~nk you for trusting me. I will .----~~:-~~:'::~":I 
aiways be there. ARN $1000$ STUFFIN 
Knight In Shinning Armour ENVELOPES 
Congratulations to our sands, Wen· 
dy Rlcketts and Jennifer Thomas, on 
capturing the crowns of Miss Liberal 
Arts and Miss Communications 
respectively. We love you and good 
luck in the Miss Howard pageant. 
Alpha excellence 'runs the yard. 
Skee-wee! 
3-A-87 Fievel and 6-A-87 Poodle II. 
Hello Steph, 
Are you thinking? 
I'm thinking too; 
If you think about me, 
I'll think about you! 
Wanting You, 
·Moore ' 
NYCc 
Things have worked out pretty in-
terestingly so far. I can't wait to see 
what more Is going to happen 
although l have a sneaky suspicion. 
Just do me one favor though: Pro-
mise me I won't get hit with a tennis 
ball or scared out of my wits in your 
kitchen ... 
D'Boss 
RUSH $1.00 AND A SELF 
DDRESSF,D STAMPE 
NVELOPE TO: 
. J.W. INC. 
2320 ROSLYN A VE. 
DIST. HGTS., MD 
20747 . 
THE 
·- PROGRESSIVE 
UNDERGROUND 
H.U.'s.most Innovative 
Production Company 
we specialize In 
Promotions ' 
Promotional Consulting 
Music 
' An Affiliate of 
Mind Energy Unlimited 
• 
Students-· Faculty·· Staff-· top prices 
paid for used and unwanted books 
· with resale vaiue . Tim Jones, TAJ 
Book Service 722-0201 . Support a 
student enterprise. 
• PAL/SECAM/PAL M are standards 
used in most countries in 
Europe ,.AJsia,Africa,and South 
America . Convert your V2 ' ' VHS 
made in the U.S.A. to your country's 
video standard or \tice versa. Quali-
ty is as good as your original. 
, $40.00. Call 291-6677 Aeviera 
Enterprises. 
The Brothers of Alpha Chapter, 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. 
invite all interested men to our 7 4th 
annual Pre-Smoker, Oct . 13, 1987, 
7 p.m . at the School of Business 
Auditorium . 
' 'It's all about the Love!!!' ' 
Time: 10 p.m. - Until. 
$5 .00 with college l.D . 
$3.00 for Greeks with Paraphernalia 
2 the Cut Professor, 
Your " CLASS" was g1eat 
and the flowers were e, 
looking forward 2 more 
" LESSONS" !!! 
Love, 
The Lady 2 BLUE 
• 
• 
Activists, feminists , progressives-
WORK FOR PEACE · 
Help stop the arms race and end war 
ln Central America. Join the staff of 
SANE, the nation 's oldest and 
largest disarmament lobby, and gain 
valuable grassroots organizing ex-
perience . PT/FT. 544-3929 EOE 
SELF HYPNOSIS. Yearning to 
learn ... Back to School. .. Oldest 
Method ... Newest Tool. .. Self Hyp-
nosis Is the Rule! 3 sessions. Stu-
dent rate $45 P.'Deben Certified 
& -· R~gistered, Hypnotherapist . 
722-4587 . 
TYPIST - WOAD PROCESSOR - Say_ 
you 're a Student for ·Special Student 
Rates - Call Pat 649-7348. 
THE HEAL TH PROFESSIONS CLUB 
will have a meetlng on Wednesday, 
October 14, 1987 at 5:30p.m. in 
Locke Hall Room 105. All are 
welcomE> to attend this meeting. 
The Dep~s . of Sociology and An-
thropology, Political Science and 
HUSA are sponsoring a panel discus-
sion called ''Electoral Politics and 
the Struggle for Black Equality: What 
do the 1988 Elections Mean?'' on 
October 15, 1987 at 7 p.m. in the 
East Ballroom of Blackburn . Free 
admission. 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
present 
" The Storks Nest" 
October 15-16' 
Blackburn Ground Floor 
How~rd University Hum;=in Ecology 
Alumni Association presents a Din-
ner Theatre Production with TM2 
Production's• Broadway smash hit 
''The Zoo Story," a scholarship fun -
d raiser on November 18th at 3:00 
p.m. at Triples Night Club. Includes 
a seven course dinner, a Broadway 
play, and a pulsating disco for 
$20.00. For information and reser-
vations call 582-7727. 
CITICORP/CITIBANK 
c;AREER PRESENTATION 
. I .i 
Citicorp/Citibank invites you to 
talk with representatives from 
the Financial lnstit·utions. 
Group and the North American 
Finance Group about careers 
with their operations· and 
systems groups. 
Date: Tuesday, Oct. 20, 1987 
Place: The titoward Inn, 
Thi~o .Floor, Vashon Room 
.. ' 
' 
Time: 5-7 pm 
-Refreshmernts will be served- \ 
. . 
FIG and NAFG operations/systems groups will 
recruit at Howard University on February 1 Q, 
1-9 8 8. I , 
Contact the Career1Planning & Placement Of-
fice -for more· information 636-7513 
.. 
! 
' 
( 
' 
' 
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc. Beta Chapter in con· 
junction with H.U.S.A. 
present 
" WHO WEARS THE BLUEST " 
EYES?" 
Place: Wed. , October 14, 1987 
Where : Undergraduate Library Lec-
ture Room 
Time: 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
A B.A.A.T. production 
Personals 
To our brother A. Conrad Austin (no. 
27). BLU-PHI Renegade. We wish 
the best of luck in crushin ' Towson 
State tomorrow. 
THE MEN OF PHI BETA SIGMA 
Monique, · 
Happy Birthday to the woman I so 
dearly love. It seems that no matter 
how much time passes and no mat· 
ter what obstacles we face the love 
we feel for each other continues to 
grow. I promise to make your 21st 
the happiest you have ever had. 
Love, 
Thomas 
Dear Cardinal Red, 
We've only just begun ... And who 
knows. our friendship may develop 
into something totally unexpected . 
ONLY TIME WILL TELL. 
From, 
~ The Keymaster 
• 
.,.. ........ ~ ••• • $79 aaa.enw ........ . 
Add. PW(2w11't1) •..•.... llO 
Mel. COior Ext M t 
(Ind: V-) ............... 171 
.. ., ..,., ,,. ....... $65 
Chg ..... ,. lo IL"'· $179 Aqua, H11el, Dk. llr .•• 
VA 431'1 EVB. lN • D.C. 1511 K. St. · 
MD5541 NQt. lN•MD.ST. IAIN. 
1.-MH-IDIO 
202)621-0400 
00/MO ~'I I !WI 
.-
Management Trainee 
Target Stores, the largest division of the Dayton 
. I . . 
Hudson Corporation, with over $4 billion in sales, 
will be expanding from 304 stores to approximately . 
400 stores · by 1991 . 
To support our growth in the mi.dwest area, we 
are seeking store Management Trainee candidates 
who have demons.trated leadership ability, a high-
energy level and the ability to rapidly progress to 
I , 
large areas of responsibility. A recent college 
degree, retail experience and the ability to reloc?te 
• 
are desirable . 
Target provides a structured store training p-ro-
__, 
gram,. an excellent compensation and benefit pro-
. I 
gram and significant career development oppor- . 
• 
t·unities based on performance. Sign-"ups begin <De-
. . . 
tober 8 at the Office bf Career Planning & Place-
• 
ment. The Target recruiter will be on campus Thurs-
, . 
day, October 22. 
• 
' 
• 
' 
